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A B S T R A C T   

Subaerial landslide-tsunamis (SLTs) are generated by mass movements such as landslides, rockfalls, glacier 
calving and snow avalanches impacting into lakes, reservoirs, fjords and the sea. Past SLTs reached runup heights 
of up to 524 m and are responsible, in combination with associated phenomena and tsunamis generated by 
partially submerged landslides, for a cumulative death toll in excess of 58000. Generic experimental research 
into SLTs, i.e. studies intended to predict SLTs for a range of scenarios, is ongoing for many decades. However, 
the advancement in the physical understanding, the wave prediction accuracy between similar studies and the 
reliability of hazard assessments does not fully reflect the large number of published generic peer-review work, 
particularly after 2005. A step change in generic SLT research is therefore needed. This article critically reviews 
SLT research with a focus on generic empirical equations from laboratory and numerical tests. Key features of 
past SLT cases are presented, relevant parameters affecting SLTs are reviewed and the most relevant conditions of 
76 studies involving 6481 experiments, are listed including 10 milestone studies. This article further reviews 
findings into the effects of the mass movement type and slide model, slide to wave energy transfer, wave types, 
the effects of the water body geometry and non-uniform bathymetry, frequency domain analysis, edge waves and 
analytic achievements. Research gaps and shortcomings around generic empirical equations are also highlighted. 
Options to contribute to a step change are then suggested. These include the Korteweg-de Vries and Kadomtsev- 
Petviashvili equations, a generally applicable numerical code, machine learning and combinations.   

1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 

Subaerial landslide-tsunamis (SLTs) are generated by mass move-
ments such as landslides, rockfalls, glacier calving and snow avalanches 
impacting into water bodies including lakes, reservoirs, fjords and the 
sea. The term ‘tsunami’ (translated from Japanese as ‘harbour wave’) 
originally only included waves generated in oceans, with the more 
general term ‘impulse wave’ used for all types of water bodies. However, 
‘tsunami’ is now widely used also for restricted water bodies such as 
lakes and reservoirs (Kremer et al., 2021) and ‘tsunami’ in this more 
general meaning will be applied herein also to describe impulse waves. 
Further, the term ‘landslide’ represents different types of mass move-
ments herein, including rockslides, rockfalls, glacier calving and snow 
avalanches. 

SLTs heights locally often exceed the size of earthquake or meteo 

tsunamis or of underwater landslide-tsunamis. Some past SLT events 
were specified as ‘megatsunamis’ with an initial wave height of tens or 
hundreds of meters. Fortunately, the destructive potential of most SLTs 
is limited to a local, rather than an ocean wide scale, as they typically 
origin from a point source. This is different to earthquake tsunamis 
typically originating from a line source (2004 Indian Ocean tsunami 
(Jankaew et al., 2008)), decaying slower with propagation distance. 

Fig. 1 shows past megatsunamis: (a) the 1958 Lituya Bay SLT with an 
observed runup height of 524 m (Fritz et al., 2001), (b) the 2014 Lake 
Askja rockslide case on Iceland with a maximum runup height of 71 m 
(Gylfadóttir et al., 2017) and (c) the 50 m SLT caused at the Eqip Sermia 
outlet glacier front in Greenland in 2014 (Lüthi and Vieli, 2016). A 
larger selection of past subaerial and partially submerged landslide- 
tsunamis with some key parameters is given in Table 1 and the global 
catalogue of Roberts et al. (2014) includes 254 SLTs. The cumulative 
death toll of the cases in Table 1 exceeds 58000 (due to tsunamis and 
associated phenomena such as volcanic explosions and landslides), and 
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they caused severe economic losses e.g. through destroyed infrastruc-
ture. SLT research and hazard assessment methods aim to reduce such 
losses. 

Humans have been able to prevent SLTs in rare cases by stabilising 
creeping landslides, such as at the Clyde Dam reservoir (MacFarlane, 
2009), or by removing a part of the landslide (Huang et al., 2023). 
However, more common than preventing SLTs are mitigation measures 
to deal with SLTs such as early warning and evacuation, territorial 
panning, reservoir level drawdown, controlled blasting and the provi-
sion of an adequate freeboard when designing a dam (Evers et al., 
2019b; Harbitz et al., 2014). Essentially 5 approaches are available to 
support these measures and to predict SLTs: (I) generic empirical 
equations from laboratory and numerical tests, (II) prototype-specific 
physical model tests, (III) protype-specific numerical model tests, (VI) 
empirical equations derived from field data and (V) analytical in-
vestigations (Evers et al., 2019b). These 5 approaches are often com-
bined (e.g. (II) or (III) follows a preliminary assessment based on (I) or 
(II) is used to validate (III)) and can also feed into a more holistic method 
such as a probabilistic tsunami hazard and risk analysis (Grezio et al., 
2017; Behrens et al., 2021; Iorio et al., 2021). 

In approach (I) the governing parameters (slide velocity, volume, 
geometry, hill slope, water depth, etc.) are systematically varied under 
idealised conditions and the wave parameters are then expressed 
through generic empirical equations as a function of these governing 
parameters. Such generic findings are therefore intended to predict SLTs 
for a range of scenarios (slide geometries and properties, water body 
geometries, bathymetries, etc.), in contrast to prototype-specific studies. 
The application of such equations is inexpensive and efficient, but pro-
vides preliminary estimates only, with some uncertainties for complex 
water body shapes. In the authors personal view and generally speaking, 
(II) is currently the most reliable approach, but time-consuming and 
expensive for sufficient large scales to avoid significant scale effects. 
Approach (III) requires less resources, but high-quality calibration and 
validation data. Approaches (IV) and (V) are rarer applied in SLT hazard 

assessment; Approach (IV) is associated with significant uncertainties 
due to a lack of field measurements and challenges in applying obser-
vations from one case to others, and (V), even though in principle able to 
describe the main features of the phenomenon, typically excludes wave 
generation and is based on simplified assumptions such as linear wave 
theory (Noda, 1970; Wiegel et al., 1970; Renzi and Sammarco, 2010; 
Section 2.11). 

Despite a large number of generic research studies, the research 
progress in SLTs since 2005 is slow and dominated by empirical in-
vestigations. Reliable hazard assessment methods are still lacking and 
the reliable prediction of SLTs remains challenging. Most ongoing 
research aims to reproduce individual SLT laboratory or field cases 
numerically (approach III) or to create more empirical equations to add 
to (I). However, wave parameters predicted with empirical equations 
based on (I) can vary by 1 to 2 orders of magnitudes even when derived 
under similar conditions (Fritz et al., 2004; Heller and Hager, 2010; 
Watt et al., 2012; Heller and Spinneken, 2013, 2015; Evers and Hager, 
2016; Bullard et al., 2019a; Section 3.2) and they ignore some key 
physical principles (e.g. the fact that SLTs are composed of super-
imposed wave components, frequency dispersion, etc.). On the other 
hand, method (III) is often successful in reproducing idealised individual 
cases after a case-specific calibration, but if applied to other, more 
complex slide scenarios and reservoir geometries and bathymetries, 
often fails to provide satisfactory predictions (Heller et al., 2016; Rauter 
et al., 2022). 

1.2. Focus, aims and structure 

This review article focuses on the generation and propagation of 
SLTs, mainly based on approach (I): Generic empirical equations from 
laboratory and numerical tests. This involves the wave parameters 
offshore of shores and structures, being key inputs for probabilistic 
tsunami hazard and risk analyses and for studies addressing the effects of 
SLTs such as runup heights, overland flows, inundation depths, loading 

Fig. 1. Past SLTs: (a) 524 m runup observed in the 1958 Lituya Bay case in Alaska (Fritz et al., 2001), (b) 2014 Lake Askja rockslide case on Iceland (Gylfadóttir et al., 
2017) and (c) a 50 m wave generated by a calving iceberg at the Eqip Sermia outlet glacier front in Greenland in 2014 (Lüthi and Vieli, 2016). 
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and overtopping (Wüthrich et al., 2018; Evers et al., 2019b; Attili et al., 
2021). However, these latter effects are not reviewed herein. Further, 
the focus is on peer-reviewed laboratory and numerical studies for 
advancing approach (I), rather than on theses, conference proceedings 
and case studies. Numerical methods and treatments of SLTs are only 
briefly covered in Section 4.3 and the reader is referred to the extensive 
review of Yavari-Ramshe and Ataie-Ashtiani (2016) for a more 
comprehensive overview. Excluded are also uncertainties associated 
with landslides such as where they occur and their size (Løvholt et al., 
2020), i.e. the reviewed SLT approaches mainly apply to unstable 
landslides and support the design of reservoirs where this information 
can be estimated. 

Further extensive reviews with other foci have been presented by 
Slingerland and Voight (1979) including both laboratory studies and 
past cases, Heller et al. (2009) formulating a hazard assessment manual 
to predict the effects of SLTs in lakes and reservoirs, Di Risio et al. (2011) 
focusing on empirical equations, Hager and Evers (2020) covering 
experimental work up to 1990, Romano (2020) including details of 
experimental and numerical studies of the last 10 years, Kremer et al. 
(2021) reviewing various types of past freshwater tsunamis and Grezio 
et al. (2017) and Behrens et al. (2021) reviewing probabilistic tsunami 
hazard and risk analysis. After presenting a review of SLTs based on 
generic experiments, a range of promising concepts with the potential to 
contribute to a needed step change in generic SLT research are 
suggested. 

The remainder of this article is organised as follows: In Section 2 the 
state of the art of SLT is presented with focus on approach (I). This in-
cludes a discussion of the relevant parameters for SLTs (Section 2.2) and 
a complete list of studies applying approach (I) including 10 milestone 
studies (Section 2.3). This is followed by summaries of findings into the 
effects of the mass movement type and slide model (Section 2.4), slide to 
wave energy transfer (Section 2.5), wave types (Section 2.6), the effects 
of the water body geometry (Section 2.7) and non-uniform bathymetry 
(Section 2.8), frequency domain analysis (Section 2.9), edge waves 
(Section 2.10) and analytic achievements (Section 2.11). Section 3 
highlights the gaps and shortcomings in current research approaches 
with focus on approach (I). Options for a step change are then intro-
duced in Section 4. This includes the Korteweg-de Vries and Kadomtsev- 
Petviashvili equations (Section 4.2), a generally applicable numerical 
code (Section 4.3) and machine learning (Section 4.4). Finally, Section 5 
highlights the main conclusions of this review article. 

2. State of the art 

2.1. Introduction 

This section provides a state of the art of SLT research with particular 
focus on approach (I): Generic empirical equations from laboratory and 
numerical tests. Fig. 2(a) shows a definition sketch of the relevant slide 
parameters reviewed in Section 2.2. The most relevant SLT parameters 

Table 1 
Dates and locations of past subaerial and partially submerged landslide-tsunamis with the composition of the landslide, some relevant parameters (bulk slide volume 
Vs, slide impact angle α, still water depth h) and the effects (maximum runup height R and number of fatalities (due to tsunamis and associated phenomena such as 
volcanic explosions and landslides)).  

Date, Location Composition Parameters Effects Reference   

Vs [m3], α [◦], h [m] R [m], 
fatalities  

170000 years ago, Tenerife (Canary Islands) Debris avalanche 1200–1500 × 106, -, 500 132, - Paris et al. (2017) 
1740, Oshima-Oshima (Japan) Rock/debris 2500 × 106, -, 500–1000 ≈13, 2000 Satake (2007) 
22.02.1756, Tjelle (Norway) Granite gneiss 15 × 106, >25, >200 46, 38 Slingerland and Voight (1979) 
07.02.1784, Scilla (Italy) Gneiss/breccia 5.4 × 106, 45, 300 ≤ 16, 1500 Mazzanti and Bozzano (2011) 
21.05.1792, Shimabara (Japan) Volcanic debris 500 × 106, 10, 64 10, >15000 Slingerland and Voight (1979) 
27.08.1883, Krakatau (Indonesia) Pyroxene/basalt 10000 × 106, -, ≤ 100 42, 36000 Choi et al. (2003) 
13.03.1888, Ritter Island (Papua New Guinea) Basalt/andesite 5000 × 106, 10–15, 

1000 
15–20, >100 Ward and Day (2003) 

04.07.1905, Disenchantment Bay (USA) Ice 29 × 106, 28, 80 35, 0 Slingerland and Voight (1979) 
16.01.1905, Ramnefjellet (Norway) Schist/debris 3 × 105, -, 15–30 40.5, 61 Waldmann et al. (2021) 
07.04.1934, Tafjord (Norway) Gneiss 2–3 × 106, 60, >200 62, 41 Slingerland and Voight (1979) 
13.09.1936, Ramnefjellet (Norway) Gneiss 1 × 106, 25, < 60 74, 73 Slingerland and Voight (1979) 
09.07.1958, Lituya Bay (USA) Schist 31 × 106, 40, 122 524, 2 Slingerland and Voight (1979) 
22.03.1959, Pontesei reservoir (Italy) Silt/clay debris 5 × 106, ≈5, 47 -, 1 Panizzo et al. (2005a) 
09.10.1963, Vajont reservoir (Italy) Limestone 240 × 106, 0–40, 50 270, ≈2000 Slingerland and Voight (1979) 
18.03.1971, Yanawayin Lake (Peru) Limestone 1 × 105, 45, 38 30, 400–600 Slingerland and Voight (1979) 
18.07.1979, Lembata (Indonesia) Volcanic 17 × 106, -, - < 10, ≈900 Paris (2015) 
18.05.1980, Mount St. Helens (USA) Rock/sediments 430 × 106, 50–60, - 260, 0 Meyer and Carpenter (1983); Voight et al. 

(1983) 
12.06.1985, Xintan, Yangtze River, Three Gorges 

(China) 
Alluvial/colluvial 
debris 

20 × 106, 23, 30–40 49, > 12 Huang et al. (2009) 

21.11.2000, Paatuut (Greenland) Basaltic material 30 × 106, 60, 650 50, 0 Dahl-Jensen et al. (2004) 
30.12.2002, Stromboli (Italy) Volcanic 4–9 × 106, -, - < 11, 0 Tinti et al. (2006) 
13.07.2003, Qianjiangping, Three Gorges Reservoir 

(China) 
Rock/gravel/clay 24 × 106, 13–35, 45 39, 24 Yin et al. (2015) 

04.12.2007, Chehalis Lake (Canada) Rock 3 × 106, 30, 120 38, 0 Wang et al. (2015) 
20.07.2007, Lake Lucerne (Switzerland) Rock 8000, 30–70, 146 -, 0 Fuchs and Boes (2010) 
13.11.2008, Gongjiafang, Three Gorges Reservoir 

(China) 
Disintegrated rock 3.8 × 105, 44–64, 47 13.1, 0 Huang et al. (2012) 

12.01.2010, Grand Goâve (Haiti) Sediments -, -, - 3, 3 Fritz et al. (2013) 
02.07.2014, Eqip Sermia (Greenland) Ice 9 × 105, 90, 100–150 15, 0 Lüthi and Vieli (2016) 
21.07.2014, Lake Askja (Iceland) Rock 10 × 106, 10.4, 138 60–80, 0 Gylfadóttir et al. (2017) 
17.10.2015, Taan Fjord (Alaska) Rock 70–80 × 106, ≈35, - 150, 0 George et al. (2017) 
24.06.2015, Hongyanzi, Three Gorges Reservoir (China) Sediments 23 × 104, 31, 70 6, 2 Xiao et al. (2018) 
17.06.2017, Karrat Fjord (Greenland) Rock 45 × 106, 50, 100–200 10, 4 Paris et al. (2019) 
11.10.2018, Baige, Jinsha River (China) Rock 15 × 106, 30–50, ≈70 140, 0 Hu et al. (2020) 
22.12.2018, Anak Krakatau (Indonesia) Volcaniclastic 300–200 × 106, -, 200 13, 437 Grilli et al. (2019) 
28.11.2020, British Columbia (Canada) Rock/quartz diorite 13 × 106, 8–90, ≈50 114, 0 Geertsema et al. (2022)  
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are the maximum (subscript M) wave amplitude aM, height HM and 
period TM and their evolutions with distance from the slide impact. Note 
that TM is typically defined as the period of the wave where aM was 
measured, and aM and HM can be observed at two different waves, 
sometimes at the 2nd and/or 3rd wave. Also illustrated in Fig. 2 are the 
idealised water body geometries commonly applied in approach (I), 
namely a 2D (prismatic flume, water body side angle θ = 0◦, Fig. 2b) and 
3D geometry (prismatic basin, θ = 90◦, Fig. 2c). In 2D the tsunamis 
propagate in the x direction with straight wave fronts and the energy is 
laterally constrained. In 3D, however, the tsunamis vary with the radial 
distance r and the wave propagation angle γ, with the coordinate origin 
shown in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 3, showing a laboratory experiment, is used to introduce into 
SLTs. The slide located on the top left in Fig. 3(a) is modelled as a rigid 
block in this experiment, and its release height, dimensions, density and 
the slope angle are all relevant parameters affecting the SLTs features 
(Section 2.2). The 76 generic SLT studies (98 individual publications) in 
Table 2 were aimed at investigating the effects of these and further 
parameters on SLTs (Fig. 2). 

In Fig. 3(a) the block slide is released and reaches the 0.24 m deep 
water shortly before the instant shown in Fig. 3(b). The tsunami energy 
spreads as a function of (r, γ) in this 3D geometry, i.e. along the slide axis 
and laterally. The slide creates an outward collapsing impact crater in 
Fig. 3(c) whilst transferring momentum to the water body. This results in 
a 3-phase (solid, water and air) flow. Only a part of the slide energy is 
transferred into SLTs whilst the remaining energy is consumed by 
mechanisms such as basal friction, slide impact on the water body bot-
tom and dissipative processes in the water body (Section 2.5). Pressure 
sensors located at the slide front (Fig. 3a) reveal that the slide transfers 
most of its momentum within 0.5 s to the water body for this fast moving 
slide at laboratory scale. 

The impacting slide creates the primary positive elevation (SLTs are 
always leading elevation for the offshore propagating waves). They 
propagate radially from the slide impact zone in Fig. 3(d,e) affected by 
turbulence from the violent wave generation process. The waves are 
largest on the slide axis γ = 0◦ and decay with increasing/decreasing γ. A 

wave train is further generated, and the primary wave is not always the 
largest. The slide runs out continuously along a circular transition at the 
slope toe before the drag, friction and buoyancy forces overcome the 
gravity and inertial forces and stop the slide with its front on the right- 
hand side of the picture in Fig. 3(f). Meanwhile, the primary wave 
propagates further away from the slide impact zone whilst the impact 
crater closes and creates an uprush on the hill slope (Fig. 3d,e,f). The 
following rundown creates another wave behind the primary wave in 
the wave train. Waves also propagate along the slide impact shore as 
edge or trapped waves (Fig. 3c,d,e,f) partially governed by different 
physical processes than the freely offshore propagating waves (Section 
2.10). The SLT train propagates then further in the far field on a uniform 
bathymetry, which can also affect the waves (Section 2.8). 

The free water surface is measured over time at fixed locations with 
wave probes (vertical wires with white splash protections shown in 
Fig. 3). Fig. 4 shows the time series recorded at r/h = 3.0, 7.5, 15.0 and 
35.0 along the slide axis (γ = 0◦) for the experiment in Fig. 3. The 
parameter h is the water depth at the slope toe, for less idealised ba-
thymetries the choice of the location of h is more challenging. The time 
series provide essential information such as the wave amplitudes a, 
heights H, celerity c and the wave type (Section 2.6). Fig. 4 indicates a 
cnoidal-like wave in proximity of the slide impact transforming into a 
Stokes-like wave further offshore, i.e. SLTs tend to become less non- 
linear with increasing distance from the slide impact. Fig. 4 illustrates 
the fast wave decay with increasing r; the maximum relative wave 
amplitude is aM/h = 0.57 at r/h = 3.0 and aM/h = 0.040 at r/h = 35.0, 
corresponding to a reduction by a factor of 14. Fig. 4 further illustrates 
the change of wave shape. This is mainly due to frequency dispersion, i. 
e. the SLT train consists of the superposition of wave components trav-
elling at different speed (Sections 2.2 and 2.9). Sometimes dispersion 
results in an increased wave amplitude further offshore. Most of the 
aspects mentioned in this Section 2.1 are in more detail reviewed in 
follow-up sections. 

2.2. Relevant parameters 

The definition sketches in Fig. 2 show the relevant slide, water and 
tsunami parameters. SLTs depend on the  

• Bulk slide volume Vs (or the slide grain volume Vg = (1 – n/100)Vs (n 
= porosity))  

• Bulk slide density ρs (or the grain density ρg = ρs/(1 – n/100))  
• Slide thickness s  
• Slide length ls  
• Slide width bs  
• Slide impact velocity Vs  
• Slide impact angle α  
• Water depth (at the slope toe) h  
• Water density ρw  
• Gravitational acceleration g  
• Slide model (block slide: sub-parameters: blockage ratio bs/b (b =

flume width), slide front angle ϕ, transition type; granular slide: sub- 
parameters: grain diameter dg, grain size distribution, friction angles, 
porosity n, permeability coefficient k; viscoplastic slide: sub- 
parameters: rheology parameters, cohesion, etc.)  

• Mass movement type (sliding, flowing, falling, toppling, spreading)  
• Water body geometry (2D, 3D, intermediate geometries, etc.)  
• Water body bathymetry  
• Location (x in 2D, (r, γ) in 3D and intermediate geometries) 

Once SLTs are generated, their propagation depends mainly on the 
geometry, bathymetry and frequency content. SLTs are modelled with 
Froude similarity in the laboratory (Hughes, 1993) implying that the 
gravity and inertial forces dominate over the kinematic viscosity of 
water νw (Reynolds number R = g1/2h3/2/νw) and surface tension σw 
(Weber number W = ρwgh2/σw). This requires a certain model size to 

Fig. 2. Definition sketches: (a) side view of slide and SLT with slide and wave 
parameters, and bird view of a (b) 2D and (c) 3D geometry. 
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avoid significant scale effects (Heller et al., 2008; Sauter et al., 2019; 
Kesseler et al., 2020). This is the case for R ≥ 300000 and W ≥ 5000 
roughly corresponding to h ≥ 0.200 m (Heller et al., 2008). These 
criteria were not always satisfied in SLT studies (Table 2) such that some 
wave parameters may be underestimated by some empirical equations 
due to scale effects. Both the slide centroid impact velocity (Fritz et al., 

2004; Heller and Hager, 2010) and the slide front impact velocity 
(Huber and Hager, 1997; Mohammed and Fritz, 2012; Xue et al., 2019) 
are used to parameterise the granular slide kinematics. The slide 
thickness s can be defined as the maximum (Fritz et al., 2004) or an 
average measure of the slide thickness (Mulligan and Take, 2017) at 
impact. 

Fig. 3. Picture series of SLT generation in an idealised 3D laboratory experiment with a slide Froude number F = 1.52, a relative slide thickness S = 0.50 and a 
relative slide mass M = 1.81; the time interval from (b) onwards is 0.2 s (Heller et al., 2016). 
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Table 2 
Generic subaerial and partially submerged landslide-tsunami studies with the geometry, slide model, main dimensions of the flume/basin, number of tests (6481 in total), investigated/predicted wave parameters and 
comments; for the meaning of the parameters and abbreviations see the notation and abbreviations sections at the end of this article.  

Study Geometry Slide model Dimensions flume/basin length [m] × b [m] × h 
[m] 

Number of tests Investigated/predicted wave parameters Comments 

Russell (1837) 2D Block slide (RWG) 6.1 × 0.3 × 0.09 to 0.14 NA c Solitary wave 
investigation 

Johnson and Bermel 
(1949) 

3D Block slide (disks) 19.5 × 37.2 × 0.24 to 0.31 56 a1(r), L1(r) Vertical falling discs to 
mimic the Bikini atomic 
bomb tests at 1:200 

Law and Brebner (1968) 2D Block slide (tray) >9.0 × 0.61 × 0.23 to 0.43 47 HM, H(x), Epot Observed stable wave 
heights 

Kamphuis and Bowering 
(1970) 

2D Block slide (tray) 45 × 1 × 0.23 to 0.46 ≈50 HM, T1, H(x), Epot Dimensional analysis, 
observed stable wave 
heights 

Noda (1970); Wiegel 
et al. (1970) 

2D Block slide (RWG and piston) 32 × 0.3 × 0.15 to 0.61 ≈120 aM, a(x) MM and laboratory 
experiments, wave type 
classification 

Das and Wiegel (1972) 2D Block slide (piston) 6.10 × 1.22 × 0.051 to 0.102; 8.23 × 0.15 ×
0.076 to 0.305 

≈80 aM, a1 Horizontally moving wall 

Huber (1980); Huber and 
Hager (1997) 

2D and 3D Granular slide 30.4 × 0.5 × 0.12 to 0.36; 6 × 10 × 0.12 to 0.36 1000 (2D) + 150 
(3D) 

H(x), T(x), L(x), H(r, γ), Epot The experiments also 
involve snow avalanches 
and glacier calving data 

Slingerland and Voight 
(1982) 

3D, Mica Reservoir at 
1:300 and Lake 
Koocanusa at 1:120 

Bag-packed slide 1:300 (Mica Reservoir) and 1:120 (Lake 
Koocanusa) 

20 aM Data from 2 case studies, 
relation between slide 
energy and aM 

Heinrich (1992) 2D Block slide (triangular) 20 × 0.55 × 0.2 to 1.2 NA Wave profiles NM (Nasa-Vof2D) and 
laboratory experiments 

Bukreev and Gusev 
(1996) 

2D Block slide (RWG) 4.3 × 0.2 × 0.04 to 0.08 NA General observations Mainly qualitative 
descriptions 

Monaghan and Kos 
(2000) 

2D Block slide (RWG) 9 × 0.4 × 0.116 to 0.288 5 aM Experiments and NM 
(SPH) 

Panizzo et al. (2002) 2D Block slide (RWG) 4 × 0.11 × 0.06 to 0.23 135 Wave profiles WT 
Fritz et al. (2003a, 

2003b); Fritz et al. 
(2004) 

2D Granular slide 11 × 0.5 × 0.3 to 0.675 137 aM, L1, Epot PIV, invention of 
pneumatic landslide 
generator, impact craters 

Monaghan et al. (2003) 2D Block slide 7 × 0.4 × 0.15 to 0.25 13 aM Experiments and NM 
(SPH) 

Walder et al. (2003) 2D Block slide ≈1 × 0.285 × 0.051 to 0.13 ≈300 aM, ∝ LM Introduction of the 
characteristic time of 
submerged landslide 
motion 

Zweifel (2004); Zweifel 
et al. (2006) 

2D Block and granular slides 11 × 0.5 × 0.15 to 0.60 86 aM, a(x) Comparison results of 
block and granular slides 

Liu et al. (2005) Narrow 3D Block slide 104 × 3.7 × 2.44 72 Re,M, Re,t,M Laboratory and NM 
(LES), planar hill slope, 
≈70 underwater slide 
tests are not counted 

Lynett and Liu (2005) Narrow 3D Block slide 5ls × 24bs × NA ≈25 Re,M NM (depth-integrated, 
multilayer), ≈50 
underwater slide tests are 
not counted 

Panizzo et al. (2005b) 3D Block slide 12 × 6 × 0.4 and 0.8 288 HM, HM(r, γ), TM(r, γ), a1(r, γ), H1(r, γ), T1(r, γ) ANN, WT, mass impacted 
in the corner of a basin 

Ataie-Ashtiani and Malek 
Mohammadi (2007) 

Various Natural slides NA 11 aM Based on past cases in the 
field 

De Carvalho and Do 
Carmo (2007) 

2D Slides consisting of blocks 12 × 1.0 × 0.30 to 0.55 20 aM Pressure measurements 
on the opposite shore 

(continued on next page) 
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Table 2 (continued ) 

Study Geometry Slide model Dimensions flume/basin length [m] × b [m] × h 
[m] 

Number of tests Investigated/predicted wave parameters Comments 

Heller (2007); Heller and 
Hager (2010); Heller 
and Hager (2011) 

2D Granular slides 11 × 0.5 × 0.15 to 0.60 211 aM, HM, TM, a(x), H(x), T(x), Ekin, Epot Established the impulse 
product parameter P, 
wave type classification 

Ataie-Ashtiani and Nik- 
Khah (2008) 

Narrow 3D Block and granular slides 25 × 2.5 × 0.50 to 0.80 120 aM, TM, Epot Different block 
geometries 

Heller et al. (2008) 2D Granular slide 11 × 0.5 × 0.075 to 0.60 18 a1, L1, T1, H1(x) Scale effects study 
Di Risio et al. (2009a) 3D Block slide 5.5 × 10.8 × 0.80 7 Re,M, Re,t,M, Re,M(r), Re,t,M(r) Planar hill slope, 4 

underwater slide tests are 
not counted 

Di Risio et al. (2009b);  
Romano et al. (2013);  
Bellotti and Romano 
(2017) 

3D Block slide 50 × 30 × 0.60 to 0.80 12 Re,M, Re,t,M, Re,1, Re,t,1, Re,M(r), Re,t,M(r), Re,1(r), Re,t,1(r) Conical hill slope, k-f 
spectral density 

Sælevik et al. (2009) 2D Block slide 25 × 0.51 × 0.60 3 General observations PIV 
Dong et al. (2010) 2D Block slide 50 × 4.0 × 0.30 2 Wave profiles WT, NM (FUNWAVE, 

Boussinesq equations), 
harbour resonance 

Fuchs et al. (2010) 2D Granular slide 11 × 0.5 × 0.20 to 0.45 3 General observations Effect of the bathymetry 
Heller et al. (2012) 2D, 3D and intermediate Block slide 1.7 × 0.25 × 0.10; 2.1 × 2.0 × 0.10 8 a(x), H(x), T(x), a(r, γ), H(r, γ), T(r, γ), Effect of the water body 

geometry, affected by 
significant scale effects 

Mohammed and Fritz 
(2012) 

3D Granular slide 48.8 × 26.5 × 0.3 to 1.2 88 a1(r, γ), at,1(r, γ), L1(r, γ), T1(r, γ), a2(r, γ), L2(r, γ), T2(r, γ), 
Re,M, Re,t,M, Epot 

WT 

Heller and Spinneken 
(2013) 

2D Block slide 24.5 × 0.6 × 0.30 to 0.60 144 aM, HM, T of aM, a(x), H(x) T(x) Comparison with 
previous results from 
granular slides 

Viroulet et al. (2013a) 2D Block slide 18.0 × 0.65 × 0.38 to 0.43 NA aM NM (SPHysics (SPH), 
Gerris (finite volume)) 
and laboratory 
experiments 

Viroulet et al. (2013b);  
Viroulet et al. (2014) 

2D Granular slide 2.20 × 0.195 × 0.15 18 a1,M, a(x), Epot Experiments with low F 
(cliff collapse), effect of 
slide model, PIV 

Huang et al. (2014) Narrow 3D Block and granular slides 24.5 × 5.5 × 0.45 to 0.85 74 H1,M Tests inspired by two past 
cases in the Three Gorges 
Reservoir 

Evers and Hager (2015) 2D Mesh-packed slide 11 × 0.5 × 0.20 to 0.40 42 aM, HM, a(x), H(x) Comparison results of 
mesh-packed slides with 
granular slides 

Heller and Spinneken 
(2015); Heller et al. 
(2016) 

2D, 3D and intermediate Block slide 24.5 × 0.6 × 0.24 to 0.48; 20 × 12 × 0.24 to 
0.48 

48 a1,M, H1,M, T1,M, a1(x), H1(x), T1(x), Re,M, Re,t,M, Re,1(r), Ekin, 
Epot 

Comparison SLTs in 2D 
and 3D, WT, PIV, 
pressure sensors in block 
front, NM (SPH) for 
intermediate geometries 

Evers and Hager (2016);  
Evers et al. (2019a) 

3D Mesh-packed slide 8.0 × 4.5 × 0.20 to 0.40 74 a1, at,1, a2, a1(r, γ), at,1(r, γ), H1(r, γ), T1(r, γ), a2(r, γ) Waves measured with 
videometric system 

Lindstrøm (2016) 2D Block and granular slides 7.3 × 0.25 × 0.20 5 Wave profiles Effect of slide model 
McFall and Fritz (2016);  

McFall and Fritz (2017) 
3D Granular slide 48.8 × 26.5 × 0.3 to 1.2 189 a1(r, γ), at,1(r, γ), H1(r, γ), T1(r, γ), L1(r, γ), Re,M, Re,t,M, Re, 

M(r), Re,t,M(r), Epot 

Planar and divergent 
convex conical hill slopes 

Wang et al. (2016) Short 3D section of 
Yangtze River at 1:200 

Slides consisting of blocks 20.0 × 8.0 × 0.50 to 1.00 49 HM, H(reservoir axis) OED 

Zitti et al. (2016) 2D Granular slide 2.5 × 0.11 × 0.11 to 0.18 42 aM, HM, Epot Snow avalanches 
Bregoli et al. (2017);  

Bregoli et al. (2020a, 
2020b) 

3D Granular slide 4.1 × 2.45 × 0.20 to 0.25 41 aM, a1(r, γ = 0◦), Epot Waves measured with 
laser grid 

(continued on next page) 
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Table 2 (continued ) 

Study Geometry Slide model Dimensions flume/basin length [m] × b [m] × h 
[m] 

Number of tests Investigated/predicted wave parameters Comments 

Huang et al. (2017) Very narrow 3D Block slide 5.0 × 1.5 × 0.20 to 0.40 25 a1, L1 The slides did not fully 
submerge, OED 

Mulligan and Take 
(2017); Miller et al. 
(2017) 

2D Granular slide 33.0 × 2.09 × 0.05 to 0.50 8 aM, a(x) PIV for the granular slide 

Wang et al. (2017); Wang 
et al. (2019b) 

Short 3D section of the 
Yangtze River 

Block slide 8 × 20 × 0.50 to 1.00 49 + 49 a1, aM, a2 Impact perpendicular to 
channel axis, dimensions 
reduced due to 
bathymetry, OED 

Meng (2018); Meng and 
Ancey (2019); Meng 
et al. (2020) 

2D Granular and viscoplastic slides 1.5 × 0.12 × 0.20; 2.5 × 0.12 × 0.20 553 aM, HM, LM Effect of slide model, 
ANN 

Tang et al. (2018) 2D Block and granular slides and 
mixtures 

20.5 × 0.4 × 0.3 73 aM, a(x) Effects of slide model, WT 

Wang et al. (2018) 2D Block slide 9 × 0.5 × 0.25 to 0.45 25 HM, H(x) OED 
Bullard et al. (2019a, 

2019b) 
2D Water slide 33.8 × 2.1 × 0.15 to 0.65 41 aM Acoustic Doppler current 

profiler, wave profile 
asymmetry 

Heller et al. (2019);  
Heller et al. (2021) 

3D Block slide 50 × 50 × 0.75 to 1.00 35 aM, HM, a(r, γ), H(r, γ), Epot Iceberg calving, effect of 
mass movement type, 31 
buoyancy-dominated and 
capsizing tests are not 
counted 

Ruffini et al. (2019) 2D, 3D and intermediate Predefined waves 28.3 × 0.6 × 0.30 to 0.60 up to 28.3 × 64.0 ×
0.30 to 0.60 

24 a(x), H(x), a(r, γ), H(r, γ) NM (NH-NLSWEs), 
effects of diverging water 
body geometries in the 
far field 

Tessema et al. (2019) Short 3D Block slides 1.7 × 4.5 × 0.288 to 0.296 66 Dam overtopping volume Impact perpendicular to 
channel axis 

Xue et al. (2019) 2D Granular slide 10 × 0.6 × 0.20 to 0.50 49 aM, HM, T1, H(x), T(x), η(x) Semi-theoretical 
equation for the free 
surface elevation for 
Stokes-like waves, OED 

Yavari-Ramshe and 
Ataie-Ashtiani (2019) 

2D section of the Maku 
dam reservoir at 1:1 

Granular slide 220 × NA × 50 78 aM, at,M, HM, Ekin, Epot Variation of the 
geotechnical and 
rheological properties, 39 
underwater slide tests are 
not counted 

Zhao and Yao (2019) Idealised 3D section of 
Midui ice lake 

Granular slide 3.76 × 1.51 × 0.10 to 0.30 18 HM Waves affected by 
reflection, similar as in 
the Midui ice lake 

Bougouin et al. (2020) 2D (Fluidised) granular slide, water 
slide 

7 × 0.2 × 0.13 to 0.39 ≈20 a1, L1 Tests with/without air 
entrainment through the 
hill slope 

Deng et al. (2020) Short 3D Block slide 1.5 × 60 × 0.4 to 0.7 31 HM, HM(r, γ) Experiments and NM 
(FLOW-3D, RANS 
equations) 

De Lange et al. (2020) 3D Debris flow 1.85 × 0.90 × 0.0 to 0.33 60 a1,M, L1 Basin floor inclined at 10◦

Huang et al. (2020) 2D Granular column 16 × 0.3 × 0.0 to 0.5 52 aM Granular column collapse 
in water, PIV, wave type 
classification 

Mu et al. (2020) Short 3D section of 
Yangtze River at 1:70 

Slides consisting of blocks 48 × 28 × 0.74 to 1.16 81 aM, HM, aM(r, γ) Effects on moored ships 

Takabatake et al. (2020) 2D Granular slide 14.5 × 0.4 × 0.15 to 0.65 164 a1, at,1, T1, L1, a2, T2, L2 Subaerial, partially 
submerged and 

(continued on next page) 
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Table 2 (continued ) 

Study Geometry Slide model Dimensions flume/basin length [m] × b [m] × h 
[m] 

Number of tests Investigated/predicted wave parameters Comments 

underwater slide tests, 97 
underwater slide tests are 
not counted 

Zhang et al. (2020) 3D, lateral diverging and 
converging 

Granular slide 6600 × 3000 × 100;  
6600 × 500 × 100 

14 a(r, γ), at(r, γ), H(r, γ) NM (Tsunami Squares) at 
full scale, effect of the 
water body geometry 

Franco et al. (2021) Short 3D High density water slide 250 to 3000 × 500 to  
12000 × 10 to 100 

69 a(r, γ) Investigation of idealised 
lake shapes, NM (FLOW- 
3D, RANS equations) 

Rauter et al. (2021) 2D Water slide 33.8 × 2.1 × 0.15 to 0.65;  
10.0 × 2.1 × 0.15 to 0.90 

144 aM NM (OpenFOAM, RANS 
equations) 

Robbe-Saule et al. (2021) 2D Granular column 2.0 × 0.15 × 0.02 to 0.12 ≈48 aM, LM Granular column collapse 
Ruffini et al. (2021) 2D and 3D Predefined waves Up to 45.2 × 0.6 × 0.30 to 0.60; 45.2 × 77.0 ×

0.30 to 0.60 
184 a(x), H(x) NM (NH-NLSWEs), ANN, 

effect of the bathymetry 
Sarlin et al. (2021) 2D Granular column 2.0 × 0.15 × 0.02 to 0.25 ≈80 aM, LM Granular column 

collapse, wave type 
classification 

Feng et al. (2022) 2D Block slide 20 × 0.0 × 0.30 35 HM ML, NM (Immersed 
Boundary Method and 
Lattice Boltzmann 
method) 

Han et al. (2022) 3D Slides consisting of blocks 48 × 8.0 × 0.40 to 1.16 135 Wave profiles Wave type classification 
Huang and Chan (2022) 2D Block slide 20 × 0.55 × 0.40 9 a1, a2, aM, T, Epot NM (OpenFOAM, RANS 

equations) 
Hu et al. (2022) 2D Granular slide NA × 0.4 × 0.10 to 0.60 19 aM Wave type classification 
Lee and Huang (2022) 2D Granular slide 2.3 × 0.15 × 0.14 4 H1 Effect of grain diameter, 

laboratory experiments 
and NM (multi-phase 
flow model) 

Liu et al. (2023a, 2023b) Short 3D Block slide 4.45 × 23.0 × 0.20 to 0.34 115 a(r, γ), H(r, γ), Re,M, Re,1(r) WT 
Sabeti and Heidarzadeh 

(2022) 
2D Block and granular slides 4.0 × 0.26 × 0.150 to 0.246 52 aM Comparison results of 

block slides with granular 
slides, NM (FLOW-3D- 
Hydro) 

Li et al. (2023) 3D and very narrow 3D Slides consisting of 1 to 16 
blocks 

45.0 × 80.0 × 4.0 to 7.0; 6.00 × 0.35 × 0.30 49 + 192 aM Laboratory experiments 
and NM (RANS 
equations) 

Wang et al. (2023) 2D Block slide NA × 0.66 × 0.86 to 1.26 18 a1, Epot V-shaped geometry, OED  
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Using dimensional analysis (Buckingham, 1914) with the reference 
parameters h, ρw and g, the first 10 parameters and the last one above are 
transformed into the dimensionless parameters  

• Relative slide volume V = Vs/h3  

• Relative slide density D = ρs/ρw  
• Relative slide thickness S = s/h  
• Relative slide length Ls = ls/h  
• Relative slide width B = bs/h  
• Slide Froude number F = Vs/(gh)1/2  

• Slide impact angle α  
• Relative distance x/h or radial distance r/h and wave propagation 

angle γ 

There is some flexibility in the literature about the use of these 
dimensionless parameters depending on the specific experimental con-
ditions, e.g. Vs, s, bs and ls are dependent (Vs ∝ sbsls) such that one of them 
should be excluded, particularly for block studies. Some authors merged 
some of these dimensionless parameters, e.g. Zweifel et al. (2006) 
introduced the relative slide mass M = VD/B = ms/(ρwbsh2), where ms =

Vsρs is the slide mass. No established dimensionless parameters to fully 
quantify the slide model (Section 2.4), mass movement type, water body 
geometry (Section 2.7) and bathymetry (Section 2.8) are currently 
available, but some promising options are reviewed in later sections. 

Variations of the dimensionless parameters allow for the derivation 
of (semi-)empirical equations for the unknown wave parameters. Most 
studied are the maximum wave amplitude aM, height HM and period TM 
(or wavelength LM) in the slide impact zone and their evolutions with 
distance a(x), H(x) and T(x) (or L(x)) in 2D or a(r, γ), H(r, γ) and T(r, γ) 
(or L(r, γ)) in 3D (Fig. 2), such that the effects of SLTs at any point in a 
water body can be predicted. For example, Heller and Hager (2010) 
derived empirical equations for 2D granular slides to predict these 6 
parameters under systematic variation of F, S, D, V (or M), α and the 
relative grain diameter dg/h (with a negligible effect in the investigated 
range, Section 2.4). These results were expressed in function of the 
impulse product parameter P = FS1/2M1/4{cos[(6/7)α]}1/2. The pro-
posed semi-empirical equations for a2D,M and a(x) are 

a2D,M
/

h = (4/9)P4/5 (1)  

a(x)
/

h = (3/5)
[
P(x/h)–1/3

]4/5
(2) 

Corresponding examples of empirical equations for 3D based on 
block slides under variation of F, S and V (or M) were provided by Heller 
and Spinneken (2015) for the maximum primary (subscript 1) wave as 

a3D,1,M

/
h = 0.50

(
FS1.10M

)0.85 (3)  

a1,M(r, γ)
/

h = 1.75F0.80S1.25M0.67(r/h)–1.0cos2{1+exp[–0.2(r/h) ] }(2γ/3) (4)  

Most studies conclude that F and S are particularly important parame-
ters for SLT generation. 

2.3. Generic SLT studies 

Nearly all relevant parameters in Section 2.2 have been investigated, 
but never within a single study (Section 3.2). Most studies varied 4 - 5 
parameters or even less. Table 2 includes past subaerial and partially 
submerged generic landslide-tsunami studies with information on the 
water body geometry, slide model, main dimensions of the used flume/ 
basin, number of tests, investigated/predicted wave parameters and 
comments. This includes 76 generic SLT studies (98 publications) 
comprising altogether 6481 individual experiments. 10 important 
milestone studies in Table 2, applying a new method or proposing 
something for SLTs for the first time, are in the authors personal view:  

• Russell’s (1837) Wave Generator (RWG) may be regarded as the 
initiation of SLT research  

• Noda (1970) classified and systematically described the wave types 
of SLTs as oscillatory, non-linear transient, solitary and bore waves  

• Huber and Hager (1997) reanalysed the 1150 systematic 2D and 3D 
granular slide tests of Huber (1980) to derive empirical equations for 
both 2D and 3D conditions which remained the most important 
equations for SLT prediction for over a decade  

• Panizzo et al. (2002) analysed SLTs for the first time with a frequency 
domain analysis method (the wavelet transform WT)  

• Fritz et al. (2004) developed the pneumatic landslide generator 
allowing to independently vary the granular slide parameters (e.g. Vs 
and α, or Vs and s) to meet this fundamental requirement of 

Fig. 4. Relative water surface elevation η/h versus relative time t(g/h)1/2 along the slide axis γ = 0◦ for r/h = 3.0, 7.5, 15.0 and 35.0 for the experiment shown 
in Fig. 3. 
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dimensional analysis; they further used Particle Image Velocimetry 
(PIV) for the first time providing insight into the kinematics of SLTs  

• Lynett and Liu (2005) investigated edge waves for the first time for 
SLTs  

• Panizzo et al. (2005b) used Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for the 
first time for the analysis of SLTs  

• Heller and Hager (2010) introduced the impulse product parameter 
P to correlate all relevant SLT parameters in practice in 2D  

• Mohammed and Fritz (2012) used similar techniques as Fritz et al. 
(2004) to conduct granular slide tests in a large wave basin (3D)  

• Ruffini et al. (2019) derived semi-empirical equations linking SLTs in 
3D and intermediate geometries to 2D 

Most studies in Table 2 concentrated on the maximum SLT features 
aM and HM. Only a small number of studies predicted the wave param-
eter evolutions (e.g. a(x), H(x), a(r, γ), H(r, γ)), although they are key to 
compute the wave runup on opposite shores or structures. Investigations 
of the wave period T are also mentioned in Table 2. Excluded from 
Table 2 is a systematic mention of the wave celerity c because it is well 
established (Kamphuis and Bowering, 1970; Huber, 1980; Fritz et al., 
2004; Heller and Spinneken, 2013; amongst others) that c1 can be 
approximated using solitary wave speed, e.g. Laitone (1960) derived the 
speed for a 1st order stable solitary wave on a mild slope as 

c = [1+ a/(2h) ](gh)1/2 (5)  

More generalised formulations than Eq. (5) are available if considering 
e.g. wave instability (Tanaka, 1986) or higher order terms. Eq. (5) re-
duces for small waves a → 0 to the linear shallow-water wave celerity 

c = (gh)1/2 (6) 

Table 2 illustrates the increased SLT research effort in the 1970ties 
motivated by the 1958 Lituya Bay case and two further cases in Italy in 
1959 and 1963 (Table 1). Another more significant research boom was 
initiated in 2000, which is still ongoing (over 75% of the studies in 
Table 2 have been conducted after 2005). Approximately 50% of the 

studies in Table 2 are from authors based in Europe with particularly 
productive groups based in mountainous countries such as Italy and 
Switzerland. Contributions from colleagues from China over- 
proportionally increased in the last decade, motivated by 3 cases in 
the Three Gorges Reservoir (Table 1). Last but not least, numerical 
studies, e.g. based on SPH (e.g. Viroulet et al., 2013a; Heller et al., 2016) 
or the Reynold-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations (e.g. Deng 
et al., 2020; Rauter et al., 2021; Li et al., 2023), are more and more used, 
given that the computer power significantly increased over the last 
decade. This trend is likely to continue (Section 4.3). 

2.4. Effects of mass movement type and slide model 

2.4.1. Mass movement type 
The mass movements can be classified according to Cruden and 

Varnes (1996) into five types (Fig. 5): (a) sliding with rotation along a 
curved concave slide plane or translation on a plane, (b) flowing with a 
similar behaviour as a viscous fluid, (c) falling with free-falls typically 
observed for α > 76◦, (d) toppling with movement relative to a rotation 
point/axis located below its centre of gravity and (e) spreading observed 
for 0.3◦ ≤ α ≤ 5◦. 

A limited amount of research has been conducted into the effect of 
the mass movement type on SLTs. The RWG (Russell, 1837; Noda, 1970; 
Bukreev and Gusev, 1996; Monaghan and Kos, 2000; Panizzo et al., 
2002) corresponds to an idealised fall case. Tsunamis generated by 
idealised fall and toppling cases (Fig. 5c,d) have been compared by 
Heller et al. (2019, 2021) in the context of iceberg calving in 3D. The 
overturning (toppling) icebergs tend to generate larger aM and HM than 
icebergs vertically falling into water. However, this trend reversed in the 
wave propagation zone (H(r, γ) and a(r, γ)) where the waves were larger 
for the fall than the overturning cases (Heller et al., 2021). Granular 
column collapse experiments are related to the fall case and have 
recently been investigated for both columns initially located out of 
(Robbe-Saule et al., 2021; Sarlin et al., 2021) and in the water body 
(Huang et al., 2020). As expected, the observed wave types in these 

Fig. 5. Mass movement types: (a) sliding, (b) flowing, (c) falling, (d) toppling and (e) spreading (after Cruden and Varnes, 1996).  
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column collapse studies are very similar as for slides (Section 2.6). 
However, there are also some stark differences for some relevant pa-
rameters, e.g. the observed effect of the grain density in the range 30 - 
6780 kg/m3 on aM is small in the experiments of Robbe-Saule et al. 
(2021). In contrast, the slide density has a stronger effect for sliding 
cases (Heller and Hager, 2010; Zitti et al., 2016). 

A range of slide rheologies have also been investigated. Flowing 
(Fig. 5b) is represented by viscoplastic slides (Meng and Ancey, 2019; 
Meng et al., 2020), debris flows (De Lange et al., 2020), pyroclastic flows 
(Bougouin et al., 2020; Lipiejko et al., 2022) and slides modelled with 
water (Bullard et al., 2019a, 2019b). Viscoplastic slides generate on 
average approximately 30% (Meng and Ancey, 2019) and water slides 
between 0 - 200% (Fig. 13 in Bullard et al., 2019a; Bougouin et al., 2020) 
larger aM than corresponding granular slides. 

Landslide-tsunamis have also been modelled with a piston-type wave 
generation mechanism by Noda (1970) and Das and Wiegel (1972) 
being related to the spreading mass movement type (Fig. 5e). However, 
the wall in front of the piston was impermeable and taller than the 
generated wave such that these studies may predict significantly larger 
relative wave heights than observed in the field. 

2.4.2. Slide model 
The slide model, i.e. the composition of the slide, is somehow related 

to the mass movement type, e.g. granular slides are strongly linked to 
sliding (Fig. 5a) and debris flows to flowing (Fig. 5b). Most studies 
model slides with a block or granular material, rarer used are mesh- 
packed granular materials (Evers et al., 2019a), several blocks (De 
Carvalho and Do Carmo, 2007; Wang et al., 2016; Mu et al., 2020; Li 
et al., 2023), mixtures of a block and granular material (Tang et al., 
2018), debris flows (De Lange et al., 2020), fluidised granular material 
(Bougouin et al., 2020), viscoplastic materials (Meng and Ancey, 2019; 
Meng et al., 2020) and water as an upper high mobility limit (Bullard 
et al., 2019a, 2019b) (Table 2). 

Whilst block slides allow for a simpler experimental handling, they 
can be more delicate in terms of wave generation than granular slides. 
Three block model parameters affect wave generation: (i) the blockage 
ratio (bs/b in 2D), (ii) the slide front angle ϕ (Fig. 2a) and (iii) the 
transition type at the slope toe (e.g. no transition (Fig. 2a) with abrupt 
block stop as an extreme case, circular transition with smooth block 
runout) (Heller and Spinneken, 2013). Granular slides behave less 
complex as they fill the entire flume width (bs/b = 1.0), ϕ ≈ 90◦ during 
impact and their deformability allows them to runout relatively 
smoothly, even for abrupt transitions at the slope toe. A direct com-
parison between block (with bs/b = 0.98, ϕ = 90◦ and a circular tran-
sition) and granular slides shows that blocks generate on average 1.3 to 
1.9 times larger aM, HM, a(x) and H(x) than granular slides under 
otherwise identical conditions (Fig. 12 of Heller and Spinneken, 2013; 
Evers et al., 2019a). This finding is supported by Ataie-Ashtiani and Nik- 
Khah (2008), Zweifel (2004), Tang et al. (2018) and Sabeti and Hei-
darzadeh (2022), who also found block slides to generate larger waves. 
However, block slides may sometimes generate significantly smaller 
waves than granular slides if the block abruptly stops at the channel/ 
basin bottom (Heller and Spinneken, 2013). 

Cohesion is a major difference between block (infinite cohesion) and 
granular slides (low to no cohesion). Meng and Ancey (2019) investi-
gated viscoplastic slides made of polymeric gel of different cohesions 
and compared the wave amplitude to the one from granular slides. Their 
viscoplastic slides generated approximately 50% larger HM and 30% 
larger aM, but approximately 40% shorter wavelengths than granular 
slides. Related numerical work has also been conducted by Yavari- 
Ramshe and Ataie-Ashtiani (2019) by investigating the effects of 
geotechnical and Coulomb rheological parameters (n, internal friction 
angle, basal friction angle, ρs, constitutive parameters). As expected, HM 
increases with increasing ρs, and decreases with both increasing n and 
the basal friction angle. 

Based on a block and four different granular materials, Lindstrøm 

(2016) used the permeability coefficient k of the slide, given by the 
Kozeny-Carman equation (Carrier, 2003), to explain the change in SLT 
magnitude in function of the slide model. If the slide velocity Vs < k, then 
water penetrates into the slide instantaneously when the slide impacts 
the water body, resulting in a reduced SLT compared to the one gener-
ated by a block. On the other hand, if Vs > k, the slide will not be 
instantaneously saturated by water during wave generation and the 
generated SLT agrees better with waves generated by block slides. This 
concept is in line with the previous finding that the difference between 
SLTs generated by blocks and granular slides decreases with increasing F 
(Zweifel, 2004). This also explains that Heller and Hager (2010) and 
Lipiejko et al. (2022) found a negligible effect of the grain size distri-
bution on SLTs in the range 0.003 ≤ dg/h ≤ 0.04 and dg/h ≤ 0.03, 
respectively. For larger grain diameters, on the other hand, Huang et al. 
(2014) (0.008 ≤ dg/h ≤ 0.154) and Hu et al. (2022) (0.003 ≤ dg/h ≤
0.100) found that this effect is not negligible. As expected, these limits 
change for granular slides impacting at low F; for F ≤ 0.8, Viroulet et al. 
(2014) found a small effect on aM for 0.027 ≤ dg/h ≤ 0.067. The limits 
are also different for granular column collapses for which Robbe-Saule 
et al. (2021) found a negligible effect on aM in the range 0.02 ≤ dg/h ≤
0.16. The block model parameters, cohesion and k are promising con-
cepts to fully understand the effect of the slide model. 

2.5. Slide to wave energy transfer 

The amount of energy transferred from the slide to the waves is 
relevant allowing, once the slide release location and mass are known, to 
compute how much energy is available for SLT generation. Table 3 in-
cludes studies from Table 2, complemented with further numerical 
studies, which addressed this energy transfer. In most studies the slide 
energy Es was defined as the kinetic slide energy at impact Es = msVs

2/2. 
Alternatively, Ataie-Ashtiani and Nik-Khah (2008) and Wang et al. 
(2023) used Es = ρsVs

2A, with the cross-sectional area of the slide A, and 
Viroulet et al. (2014) and Heller et al. (2019) used the potential slide 
energy difference between initial and final positions as a reference for 
the wave energy. Apart from Heller (2007), Heller et al. (2016), Clous 
and Abadie (2019), Yavari-Ramshe and Ataie-Ashtiani (2019) and Feng 
et al. (2022), the kinetic wave energy Ekin was not directly measured but 
assumed to be identical to the potential wave energy Epot, although this 
equipartition concept from linear wave theory is not always a good 
assumption for SLTs (Heller, 2007; Mohammed and Fritz, 2012; Heller 
et al., 2016). In most studies, Epot was extracted from the wave train 
passing a specific location at a certain wave speed whilst Heller (2007) 
calculated Epot over an area based on PIV frames and Epot can also be 
obtained over an area in numerical simulations (e.g. Yavari-Ramshe and 
Ataie-Ashtiani, 2019; Feng et al., 2022). 

Despite this range of methods and assumptions to extract Epot and Ekin 
and a wide range of transferred energies between 1 and 90% over all 
studies in Table 3, some trends can be revealed. 2D studies tend to result 
in larger energy transfers (1 - 90% overall) than 3D studies (1 - 56.9%), 
given that in 3D water escapes laterally and flows around the landslide 
decreasing the efficiency of wave generation (Mohammed and Fritz, 
2012). Further, 3D block slides (2.4 - 56.9%) tend to be more efficient 
than 3D granular slides (1 - 24%), which is expected due to internal 
dissipations in granular slides (Viroulet et al., 2014; Kesseler et al., 
2020). On the other hand, blocks may stop abruptly at transitions at the 
slope toe such that a large part of the block slide energy is transferred to 
the channel/basin bottom (Heller and Spinneken, 2013). This explains 
why 2D block slides are not always more efficient than 2D granular 
slides (Table 3). 

A direct link between the slide energy and the wave energy would be 
useful, however, the large scatter from 1 to 90% in Table 3 illustrates 
that this is rather challenging. It is also a major challenge to relate the 
relevant wave parameters (aM, HM(x), etc.) to this energy transfer given 
that sometimes not the full slide mass is involved in wave generation 
(Viroulet et al., 2014; Miller et al., 2017; Meng, 2018) and SLTs can 
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consist of one or several waves which can be intermediate- to shallow- 
water waves, i.e. the wave energy is not uniformly distributed over 
the wave train and water column. 

2.6. Wave types 

The wave types of SLTs are relevant to classify SLTs and to link them 
to Stokes (Fenton, 1985), cnoidal (Fenton, 1999) and solitary wave 
theories (Boussinesq, 1872) as well as dispersive combinations. Further, 
some SLT features strongly depend on the wave type including their 
decay, frequency dispersion and their celerity (Ruffini et al., 2019). SLTs 
are typically non-linear intermediate- to shallow-water waves (Fritz 
et al., 2004; Heller and Hager, 2011). Their profiles are often linked to 
non-linear wave theories (Stokes, cnoidal, solitary) (Heller et al., 2016; 
Xue et al., 2019), typically affected by wave dispersion. SLT generation 
often involves a violent slide-water momentum transfer (Fig. 3). If F > 1, 
then local flow separation, backward collapsing impact craters or out-
ward collapsing impact craters are observed (Fritz et al., 2003a, 2003b). 
Once wave generation is completed, some distance from the slide 
impact, SLTs become stable in the so-called wave propagation zone. The 
location of the start of the wave propagation zone may be estimated with 
the streamwise distance xM of Heller and Hager (2010), the impact 
radius r0 of Evers et al. (2019a) or the length of the wave generation 
zone Δxg of Xue et al. (2019). The wave type is often not stable, i.e. it 
adapts and changes with propagation distance due to lateral energy 
spread and dispersion. The most energetic wave types (bore- and 
solitary-like waves) close to the slide impact transform further offshore 

to less energetic and more linear waves such as cnoidal- or Stokes-like 
waves, i.e. they may approach Airy’s asymptotic solution sufficiently 
far away from the source (Løvholt et al., 2008). 

Wave type classifications are aimed at predicting the wave type in 
function of the dimensionless parameters (Section 2.2). Classifications 
apply to a specific slide type, water body geometry and location (x or r, γ), 
i.e. the wave type observed for specific dimensionless parameters may 
differ for granular and block slides and the most energetic wave types 
(solitary- and bore-like waves) in 2D are only observed in the slide impact 
zone on the slide axis in 3D, if at all (Mohammed and Fritz, 2012; Heller 
and Spinneken, 2015; Han et al., 2022). Wave type classifications for 2D 
(Noda, 1970; Wiegel et al., 1970; Huber, 1980; Fritz et al., 2004; Zweifel 
et al., 2006; Heller and Hager, 2011; Heller and Spinneken, 2015; Bullard 
et al., 2019b; Xue et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2020; Sarlin et al., 2021) and 
3D (Panizzo et al., 2005b; Mohammed and Fritz, 2012; Heller and Spin-
neken, 2015; Han et al., 2022) rely on five approaches: (i) optical wave 
profile inspection (Noda, 1970; Wiegel et al., 1970; Huber, 1980; Fritz 
et al., 2004; Heller and Hager, 2011; Heller and Spinneken, 2015; Xue 
et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2020; Han et al., 2022), (ii) non-linearity a/H 
(Zweifel et al., 2006), (iii) Ursell parameter U = (H/h)(L/h)2 = HL2/h3 

(Huber, 1980; Panizzo et al., 2005b), (iv) Hilbert transform (Bullard et al., 
2019b) and (v) frequency domain analysis methods (Panizzo et al., 2002, 
2005b; Heller and Spinneken, 2015; Brühl and Becker, 2018). 

A linear wave based on method (ii) requires a/H = 0.5 and a solitary 
wave a/H = 1. The Ursell parameter U → 0 is a more appropriate cri-
terion to identify linear waves than simply a/H = 0.5 as linear waves not 
only show identical crest and trough amplitudes, but also small ratios of 

Table 3 
SLT studies investigating the slide to wave energy transfer with information about the geometry, slide model, number of tests (2368 in total), slide to wave energy 
transfer and comments including the main assumptions; values with superscript 1 include the primary wave and with 1,c the wave crest of the primary wave only.  

Study Geometry Slide model Number of 
tests 

(Epot + Ekin)/ 
Es × 100 [%] 

Comments 

Law and Brebner (1968) 2D Block slide (tray) 47 2 - 28 Es = msVs
2/2 

Kamphuis and Bowering 
(1970) 

2D Block slide ≈50 10 - 50 Es = msVs
2/2, assumption Ekin = Epot 

Huber (1980) 2D Granular slide 1000 1 - 40 Es = msVs
2/2, assumption Ekin = Epot 

Ward and Asphaug 
(2003) 

3D Block slide 1 9.4 Es = msVs
2/2, assumption c = 0 (Ekin = 0) at the impact location, hypothetical 

asteroid impact 
Fritz et al. (2004) 2D Granular slide 137 4 - 50; 2 - 301, 

c 
Es = msVs

2/2, assumption Ekin = Epot 

Heller (2007) 2D Granular slide 211 11.3 - 85.7 Es = msVs
2/2, Ekin measured for the wave train with PIV when the primary wave 

front reached 8h for 0 ≤ x ≤ 8h, Epot extracted from the same area 
Ataie-Ashtiani and Nik- 

Khah (2008) 
Narrow 
3D 

Block and granular 
slides 

120 4 - 5 Es’ = ρsVs
2A, assumption Ekin = Epot 

Mohammed and Fritz 
(2012) 

3D Granular slide 88 1 - 15, 0.5 - 
41,c 

Es = msVs
2/2, assumption Ekin = Epot, Epot measured with wave probes at (10h, γ), 

the first 3 waves of the wave train were considered 
Viroulet et al. (2014) 2D Granular slide 18 < 15 Es = potential slide energy difference between initial and final positions, low F 

(cliff collapse), assumption Ekin = Epot 

Heller et al. (2016) 2D Block slide 2 181, 471 Es = msVs
2/2, Ekin and Epot measured with wave probes and PIV at x/h = 5.0h, 7.5h, 

10.0h and 15.0h 
McFall and Fritz (2016) 3D Granular slide 159 1 - 24, 0.5 - 

111,c 
Es = msVs

2/2, assumption Ekin = Epot, the first 3 waves in the wave train were 
considered 

Zitti et al. (2016) 2D Granular slide 42 2.6 - 21 Es = msVs
2/2, assumption Ekin = Epot, Epot extracted from camera frames 

Bregoli et al. (2017) 3D Granular slide 41 4.7 - 8.11,c Es = msVs
2/2, assumption c = 0 (Ekin = 0) at the impact location 

Meng and Ancey (2019) 2D Granular and 
viscoplastic slides 

157 9 - 30 Es = msVs
2/2 with the effective slide mass for ms, assumption Ekin = Epot 

Clous and Abadie 
(2019) 

2D Newtonian fluid 1 30 Slide energy consisting of kinetic and potential energy relative to flume bottom, 
both Ekin and Epot were considered 

Heller et al. (2019) 3D Block slide 35 2.4 - 56.9 Only gravity-dominated tests are considered, Es = potential slide energy 
difference between initial and final positions, assumption Ekin = Epot, Epot 

measured with wave probes at (2h, γ) 
Yavari-Ramshe and 

Ataie-Ashtiani (2019) 
2D Granular slide 39 5 - 15 Es = msVs

2/2 + potential energy relative to basin bottom, wave energy extracted 
over the entire 2D domain 

Bregoli et al. (2020a) 3D Granular slide 23 6 Es = msVs
2/2 + potential energy relative to basin bottom, assumption Ekin = Epot, 

semi-theoretical 
Feng et al. (2022) 2D Block slide 35 40.3 - 60.2 Es = potential slide energy difference between initial and final positions, Ekin and 

Epot of the entire water body at the moment when the slide stops 
Han et al. (2022) 3D Slides consisting of 

blocks 
135 1 - 18, 0.5 - 

71,c 
Es = msVs

2/2, assumption Ekin = Epot, the first 3 waves in the wave train were 
considered 

Huang and Chan (2022) 2D Block slide 9 22 - 90 Es = msVs
2/2, assumption Ekin = Epot 

Wang et al. (2023) 2D Block slide 18 8 - 44 Es’ = ρsVs
2A, assumption Ekin = Epot  
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H/h and H/L (Ursell, 1953). The value of U further indicates Stokes 
waves U < 10, Stokes and cnoidal waves (10 ≤ U ≤ 26), cnoidal waves 
(U > 26) and solitary waves (U ≈ 1) (Dingemans, 1997). The Hilbert 
transform was used by Bullard et al. (2019b) to classify SLTs with the 
wave asymmetry. Frequency domain analysis methods predict the wave 
type indirectly by comparing the speed, at which SLT energy compo-
nents propagate, with theoretical wave speed in the case of the wavelet 
transform (WT) (Panizzo et al., 2002, 2005b; Heller and Spinneken, 
2015; Tang et al., 2018) and directly by evaluating the modulus within 
the Korteweg-de Vries equations (Brühl and Becker, 2018) (Section 4.2). 

Fig. 6 shows the generation and propagation as well as the corre-
sponding wave profiles of the full range of wave types observed in 2D 
namely Stokes-, cnoidal-, solitary- and bore-like waves (Heller and 
Hager, 2011; Xue et al., 2019). More refined terms have sometimes been 
applied to describe SLTs such as weakly non-linear oscillatory waves, 
oscillatory waves, non-linear transient waves or (dissipative) transient 
bores (Noda, 1970; Wiegel et al., 1970; Huber, 1980; Fritz et al., 2004; 
Panizzo et al., 2005b; Zweifel et al., 2006; Heller and Hager, 2011; 
Bullard et al., 2019b; Han et al., 2022). Recent research (Brühl and 
Becker, 2018) revealed that SLTs are a superposition of linear, Stokes, 
cnoidal and solitary waves and their non-linear interactions (Section 
4.2), which, in combination with the variation of the wave type in 
function of the slide type, water body geometry and the location in the 
water body, are reasons why a clear classification of SLTs is challenging. 

2.7. Effect of the water body geometry 

2.7.1. Overview 
The SLT characteristics highly depend on the water body geometry 

(Jiang and LeBlond, 1994; Couston et al., 2015; Heller and Spinneken, 
2015; Evers et al., 2019b; Ruffini et al., 2019). Most studies have been 
conducted in 2D at uniform water depth, 3D studies are rarer (Fig. 2, 
Table 2). The geometry affects the maximum wave already in the gen-
eration zone with H3D,M ≤ H2D,M and a3D,M ≤ a2D,M (Heller et al., 2012; 
Heller and Spinneken, 2015). The water body geometry more severely 
affects wave propagation with waves in 3D decaying much faster than in 
2D due to lateral energy spread resulting typically in an order of 
magnitude smaller waves in 3D than in 2D at say x/h = r/h = 20 (Huber 
and Hager, 1997; Heller and Spinneken, 2015; Ruffini et al., 2019). The 
following sections provide more details about these aspects, mainly for 
idealised geometries (uniform water depth, straight water body 
boundaries). 

2.7.2. 2D studies 
Experiments in 2D (Fig. 2b) are less costly and time consuming and 

allow for better (visual) access for cameras and measurement systems 
compared to 3D. 2D geometries, such as narrow water bodies with slide 
impact in longitudinal direction or full width glacier calving in fjords 
(Evers et al., 2019b; Ruffini et al., 2019), are rare in the field. However, 
2D investigations are important as they provide the upper limit of the 
wave parameters for diverging geometries, which is often sufficient for 
hazard assessments. 

Russell (1837) may be considered as the first 2D SLT study. His setup 
consisted of a block impacting vertically into a flume producing a soli-
tary wave (RWG). Many further 2D SLT studies followed (Table 2). They 
revealed wave height decays in the range H(x)/h ∝ (x/h)− 1/5 to (x/h)− 1/ 

2 (Eq. (2), Kranzer and Keller, 1959; Law and Brebner, 1968; Wiegel 
et al., 1970; Huber and Hager, 1997; Heller and Hager, 2010; Heller and 
Spinneken, 2013). Decays not following a power-law (Kamphuis and 
Bowering, 1970; Zweifel et al., 2006) are rare. This range of decay laws 
can be explained with different experimental conditions (different wave 
types, dispersion, Sections 2.6 and 2.9). Overall representative estimates 
for 2D SLT decays are H(x)/h ∝ (x/h)− 1/4 and a(x)/h ∝ (x/h)− 1/4. 

2.7.3. 3D studies 
3D studies are typically conducted in a rectangular basin (Fig. 2c). 

Theoretically, a wave train from a point source propagates on an open 
water surface with (r/h)–1.0 (Kranzer and Keller, 1959). Deviations from 
this decay are due to the partially directed slide momentum in the 
propagation direction for 3D SLTs, propagation on semi-, rather than 
full-circles, and the non-linear and dispersive nature of SLTs. Never-
theless, decays with an exponent –1.0 were observed by Heller and 
Spinneken (2015) (Eq. (4)) and Johnson and Bermel (1949) and 
approximately by Løvholt et al. (2008), Panizzo et al. (2005b) and Heller 
et al. (2021) (exponents − 0.81 to − 7/6). Mohammed and Fritz (2012) 
observed a range of exponents depending on the governing parameters 
and a slower decay was observed by Huber and Hager (1997) (− 2/3). 
Evers et al. (2019a) and Bregoli et al. (2017) found exponential decays 
in the far field. 

SLTs are largest along the slide axis (γ = 0◦) and decrease with 
larger/smaller γ. This is typically described with a cosine function such 
as cos2(2γ/3) (Eq. (4), Huber and Hager, 1997; Heller et al., 2009; 
Mohammed and Fritz, 2012; Heller and Spinneken, 2015; Heller et al., 
2021). A sech function was used by Evers et al. (2019a) and an expo-
nential function including the cosine function by Panizzo et al. (2005b). 
The r/h and γ terms are typically combined to a product, complimented 
with the relevant governing parameters (Eq. 4). Based on the repre-
sentative 2D and 3D decay laws (x/h)− 1/4 and (r/h)− 1.0, respectively, an 
identical large SLT in the slide impact zone decays to a 10 times smaller 
wave at x/h = r/h = 21.5 in 3D than in 2D. 

2.7.4. Link between 3D and 2D 
Some studies were aimed at linking the 3D to the 2D wave charac-

teristics to transfer the significantly larger knowledge from 2D to 3D 
(Table 2). Huber (1980) was the first to conduct both 2D and 3D tests 
and found that the 2D and 3D waves in proximity of the slide impact 
deviate little from each other. This finding was further exploited by 
Huber and Hager (1997) and Heller et al. (2009) to link 3D with 2D 
waves. Heller and Spinneken (2015) refined this finding based on 18 2D 
tests repeated in 3D and found a range from H3D,1,M = 0.37H2D,1,M for 
relatively slow, thin and small slides (small F, S and M) to H3D,1,M =

1.0H2D,1,M for relatively fast, thick and large slides (large F, S and M), i.e. 
the finding of Huber (1980) is only a good approximation for large F, S 
and M. Heller and Spinneken (2015) formulated empirical equations to 
link both the maximum primary 3D wave parameters (a1,M, H1,M, T1,M) 
and their evolutions with distance (r/h, γ) to the corresponding ones in 
2D. The largest difference of a factor of over 15 between H2D,1 and H3D,1 
waves was observed at the largest distance x/h = r/h = 35. 

2.7.5. Intermediate geometries 
Intermediate geometries between 2D and 3D have also been inves-

tigated. Heller et al. (2012) investigated a SLT in 2D, 3D and for θ = 15, 
30, 45, 60 and 75◦, with θ as the water body side angle (Fig. 2c). For θ ≥
15◦ the wave amplitudes and heights are much closer to the corre-
sponding waves in 3D than in 2D and waves for θ > 30◦ deviate little 
from the 3D waves for γ = 0◦. This was confirmed by Heller et al. (2016) 
with SPH simulations for two wave types in 2D, 3D and θ = 7.5, 15, 30 
and 45◦ for r/h ≤ 7.5. For θ = 7.5◦, H(r/h = 7.5; γ = 0◦) ≈ 0.5H2D(x/h =
7.5) and H rapidly approached H3D with increasing θ. 

An important relation to quantify the wave height in intermediate 
geometries is Green’s law considering wave energy flux conservation 
between two sections 1 and 2 (subscripts 1 and 2) 

H2

/
H1 = (h1/h2)

1/4( bw,1
/

bw,2
)1/2 (7)  

with the water body width bw. Chang et al. (1979) showed that Eq. (7) 
describes the solitary wave height well up to x/h = 40 for a uniform 
water depth (h1/h2)1/4 = 1 and a slightly diverging flume at θ = 1.1◦. 
Synolakis and Skjelbreia (1993) and Heller et al. (2012) showed that Eq. 
(7) has a limited applicability for solitary or solitary-like waves for 
larger θ. In these situations, bw in Eq. (7) should be replaced with the 
wave front length (Fuchs and Boes, 2010; Heller et al., 2016; Ruffini 
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et al., 2019) 

lw = b+ 2rθrad (8) 

Despite that Eq. (7) applies to shallow water and excludes frequency 
dispersion, Ruffini et al. (2019) showed with approximate linear, Stokes, 
cnoidal and solitary waves that Eq. (7) with bw = lw is useful to link a and 
H in the far field of different intermediate geometries and 3D to the 
corresponding parameters in 2D. Fig. 7(a) illustrates this with H/h for 
Stokes waves versus r’/h and γ ’ = 0◦ with the origin (r’ = 0, γ’ = 0◦) 
located between the near and far field. These wave heights collapse on 
Green’s law prediction in Fig. 7(b) in function of lw/h. Eq. (7) with bw =

lw was also instrumental in Ruffini et al. (2019) to collapse all wave data 
for 0◦ ≤ γ’ ≤ 82.5◦ and to formulate a wave parameter prediction pro-
cedure for intermediate and 3D water body geometries based on the 2D 
wave characteristics in the near field from Heller and Hager (2010). 

2.7.6. Other geometries 
Slides often impact in lateral direction into a water body (Wang 

et al., 2017; Tessema et al., 2019; Deng et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020; 
Franco et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2023b; Wang et al., 2023). Whether SLTs 
can be predicted with the reviewed studies in this Section 2.7 for ide-
alised geometries depends on the reservoir width, i.e. whether the waves 
have space to fully develop. The parameters xM of Heller and Hager 
(2010), r0 of Evers et al. (2019a) or Δxg from Xue et al. (2019) are op-
tions to estimate the minimum required reservoir width. If this width ≤
xM, r0 and/or Δxg, then the reservoir width (Wang et al., 2017) should be 
included as a relevant parameter. However, if this width > xM, r0 and/or 
Δxg, then the reviewed studies in this Section 2.7 may provide good 
estimates. 

Zhang et al. (2020) numerically investigated slides impacting on the 
side of a basin geometry for wide reservoirs and collected results for the 
sidewards propagating SLTs (perpendicular to the slide axis) into 

diverging and converging geometries at angles between 0 and 30◦. The 
decay of a was faster with more diverging geometries. a still decays in 
converging geometries, but slower than for diverging geometries. Liu 
et al. (2023b) experimentally investigated a similar configuration with 
the slide impacting laterally into short and wide trapezoidal 3D geom-
etries. They predicted the 3D wave parameters at the start of the lateral 
section (perpendicular to the slide axis), with new empirical equations 
and demonstrated that the waves decay in this lateral section similar as 
in 2D in Heller and Hager (2010). This confirms that the 3D-2D pre-
diction method postulated in Heller et al. (2009) is suitable for this kind 
of geometries and that wave reflection from the reservoir boundaries has 
a small effect on the overall wave decay in the lateral region. 

Heller et al. (2012, 2016) investigated the 3D ‘corner’ case (3Dc) 
characterised by the slide released in a corner of the water body, 
inspired by a potential snow avalanche impacting the Küthai reservoir 
(Fuchs et al., 2011). This 3Dc case resulted in similar waves as for θ = 7.5 
or 15◦, i.e. significantly larger waves than in 3D. Winckler and Liu 
(2015) investigated weakly non-linear and weakly dispersive wave 
propagation along a non-uniform channel with arbitrary cross-section 
such as the one from Chang et al. (1979). Franco et al. (2021) numeri-
cally investigated a slide impacting into 69 idealised mountain lakes 
combining different lengths (250 to 3000 m), widths (500 to 12000 m) 
and mean water depths (10 to 100 m). They found a strong correlation of 
a(r, γ) with the ‘shape product’, a combination of the lake volume, area, 
width, length and the mean water depth. 

A number of case-specific SLT investigations have also been con-
ducted (WCHL, 1970; Davidson and Whalin, 1974; Slingerland and 
Voight, 1982; Fritz et al., 2001; Løvholt et al., 2008; Fuchs and Boes, 
2010; Fuchs et al., 2011; Abadie et al., 2012; BGC, 2012; Lindstrøm 
et al., 2014; Couston et al., 2015; Gabl et al., 2015; Lüthi and Vieli, 2016; 
Wang et al., 2016; Gylfadóttir et al., 2017; Tan et al., 2018; Rauter et al., 
2022). The link between SLTs in idealised to more complex water body 

Fig. 6. Generation, propagation and the corresponding free water surface profiles η/h versus t(g/h)1/2 of the 4 wave types of SLTs in 2D: (a,b) Stokes-like waves, (c,d) 
cnoidal-like wave, (e,f) solitary-like wave and (g,h) bore-like wave; the grey areas indicate contaminations due to wave reflection (after Heller and Hager, 2011). 
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geometries observed in the field still needs to be fully established and 
there is also more work required into converging geometries to com-
plement the findings of Winckler and Liu (2015) and Zhang et al. (2020). 

2.8. Effect of the non-uniform bathymetry 

Nearly all generic SLT studies in Table 2 have been conducted at a 
uniform h to reduce complexity, as intermediate- and shallow-water 
waves are affected by a changing h. The focus of this section is on the 
offshore transformation of SLTs due to a changing h, e.g. at a submerged 
island, a submarine canyon or a continental shelf step as shown in Fig. 8. 
Whilst Eq. (7) may be applied to predict the transmitted (subscript t) 
wave height Ht for mild changes in h, the bathymetric changes are often 
abrupt and may involve wave breaking, which cannot be considered by 
Eq. (7). 

Some studies investigated wave transmission over low crested 
structures for water waves in general. Beji and Battjes (1993) used a 
submerged asymmetric trapezoidal bar with a mild slope and investi-
gated three different types of waves namely non-linear non-breaking 
waves, spilling breakers and plunging breakers. The waves became 
asymmetric on the positive slope and the primary wave was followed by 
a wave train downwave the bar, generated by a process called de- 
shoaling involving frequency dispersion with frequency components 
travelling at slightly different speed than the primary wave. Empirical 
equations to predict transmitted steady wave trains after a submerged 
structure, such as a rubble mound, were derived by d’Angremond et al. 
(1997) and Van der Meer et al. (2005). The wave height Ht was thereby 
expressed in function of the incident wave parameters (e.g. Rc/H0, with 
H0 as the incident (subscript 0) wave height and Rc as the freeboard of 
the structure) and the underwater feature’s characteristics. 

A few studies investigated the effect of the non-uniform bathymetry 
specifically for SLTs (Fig. 8). Fuchs et al. (2010) investigated SLTs 
running over a trapezoidal obstacle in 2D (Fig. 8c) and measured the 
wave characteristics up- and downwave of the obstacle. Ruffini et al. 
(2021) conducted an extensive parameter study in 2D by numerically 
investigating wave transmission for the full range of SLT types (Section 
2.6) over (a) linear beach bathymetries, (b) submerged positive and 
negative Gaussian bathymetric features (Fig. 8a,b) and (c) submerged 
positive and negative step bathymetries (Fig. 8d,e). Based on a regres-
sion analysis and an ANN, they derived a range of empirical equations 
for the transformation coefficients at/a0 and Ht/H0 in function of the 
incident parameters a0/H0, hf/h0 and hf/H0, with hf as the water depth at 
the bathymetric feature (subscript f). A wide range of transformation 
coefficients between 0.1 ≤ Ht/H0 ≤ 1.2 and 0.2 ≤ at/a0 ≤ 1.3 (Figs. 13 

and C1 in Ruffini et al., 2021) have been observed. 
Based on a limited number of 3D tests, Ruffini et al. (2021) showed 

that the effects of the geometry (Section 2.7) and non-uniform ba-
thymetry cannot linearly be superimposed for solitary waves propa-
gating over a positive Gaussian bathymetry. Linear superposition may 
also not apply for other independently investigated parameters affecting 
SLTs (Section 2.2). This is one of the reasons why the findings of case- 
specific SLT studies (WCHL, 1970; Davidson and Whalin, 1974; Sling-
erland and Voight, 1982; Fritz et al., 2001; Løvholt et al., 2008; Fuchs 
and Boes, 2010; Fuchs et al., 2011; Abadie et al., 2012; BGC, 2012; 
Lindstrøm et al., 2014; Couston et al., 2015; Gabl et al., 2015; Lüthi and 
Vieli, 2016; Wang et al., 2016; Gylfadóttir et al., 2017; Tan et al., 2018; 
Rauter et al., 2022) are difficult to generalise. Further research in the 
combined effects of the geometry and non-uniform bathymetry, and of 
effects affecting SLTs in general, is therefore desirable (Section 4.4). 

2.9. Frequency domain analysis 

Frequency domain analysis methods show that SLTs are a super-
position of wave components which may travel at different wave speeds 
due to dispersion. The associated dispersion of the wave components can 
temporarily result in a larger a offshore than closer to the slide impact 
location (Løvholt et al., 2008), as faster wave components overtake 
slower ones. Whilst most studies (e.g. Huber, 1980; Fritz et al., 2004; 
Heller and Hager, 2010) analyse the wave speed of the superimposed 
wave elevation, a frequency domain analysis decomposes SLTs and 
considers the wave speed of each individual wave (or energy) 
component. 

Panizzo et al. (2002) were the first to apply a frequency domain 
analysis method (a WT) to SLTs followed by others (Panizzo et al., 
2005b; Dong et al., 2010; Mohammed and Fritz, 2012; Heller and 
Spinneken, 2015; Tang et al., 2018). The WT analysis provides the en-
ergy distribution of SLTs over the time-frequency domain as shown in 
Fig. 9. It is a powerful method to relate the wave celerity to its frequency 
based on the free water surface time series at one or several locations. 
Non-dispersive shallow-water waves are characterised by the shallow 
water wave speed (apart from solitary waves that follow e.g. Eq. (5)), 
while for dispersive waves each frequency component will propagate 
with a speed following the appropriate dispersion relation based on the 
Ursell parameter. Transient waves are often characterised by an inter-
mediate value. In contrast, edge waves propagate with a speed in 
proximity of the speed given by the dispersion relation of edge waves 
(Longuet-Higgins, 1967; Romano et al., 2013; Heller and Spinneken, 
2015). 

Fig. 7. Relative wave height H/h decay for 5th order Stokes waves in different water body geometries defined with the water body side angle θ in function of (a) the 
relative radial distance r’/h for γ’ = 0◦ and (b) lw/h compared to Green’s law (Eq. (7) with bw = lw). 
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Another frequency domain analysis method suited for SLTs is the 
wavenumber-frequency (k-f) spectral density (or steered response power 
spectrum) method. This method relies on a spatial array of wave probes 
(1D, 2D or 3D) and reveals, similar as a WT, at which speed and based on 
which frequency dispersion relation the waves propagate. Romano et al. 
(2013) applied this method to SLT propagating around and away from a 
conical island in laboratory experiments and showed that trapped waves 
(edge waves) follow the 0th order edge wave mode dispersion relation 
whilst the offshore waves follow the linear dispersion relation. Bellotti 
and Romano (2017) developed this work further by applying the 
Empirical Orthogonal Function method to extract the spatial modes of 
the wave field. This allows the description of the spatial shape of the 
wave field and again provides insight into the k-f plane representation of 
the wave energy. Further promising frequency domain analysis 
methods, the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV, 2D) and Kadomtsev-Petviashvili 
(KP, 3D) equations in combination with a non-linear Fourier transform 

(NLFT, Brühl and Becker, 2018; Brühl et al., 2022), will be addressed in 
Section 4.2. 

2.10. Edge waves 

Edge waves, also known as lateral onshore wave runup or trapped 
waves, propagate in 3D along the same slope as the landslide moves 
(Fig. 10). They are reviewed here as they can exceed the runup height R 
caused by the offshore waves if the landslide slope connects directly to a 
dam flank or to the shore of interest. Edge waves were investigated for 
both sloping straight coasts (Ursell, 1952; Lynett and Liu, 2005; Di Risio 
et al., 2009a; Mohammed and Fritz, 2012; Couston et al., 2015; Heller 
and Spinneken, 2015; McFall and Fritz, 2016, 2017; Liu et al., 2023a) 
and conical islands (Di Risio et al., 2009b; Renzi and Sammarco, 2010; 
Romano et al., 2013; McFall and Fritz, 2016, 2017) such as Stromboli. 
Some of the underlying physics governing edge waves is different from 

Fig. 8. Sketches of a range of submerged idealised offshore bathymetric features investigated for SLTs including a (a) positive and (b) negative Gaussian bathymetry, 
(c) submerged trapezoidal and a (d) positive and (e) negative step; (a,b,d,e) were investigated by Ruffini et al. (2021) and (c) by Fuchs et al. (2010); SWL = still 
water level. 
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offshore propagating SLTs. The edge wave celerity follows approxi-
mately the 0th mode of the dispersion relation given by Ursell (1952) 
(Mohammed and Fritz, 2012; McFall and Fritz, 2017) and they are 
mainly affected by the slide features, such as bs, and the hill slope 
characteristics (Lynett and Liu, 2005). Nevertheless, some studies 
(Heller and Spinneken, 2015; McFall and Fritz, 2017; Liu et al., 2023a) 
use h to normalise the edge wave features to be more consistent with the 
dimensionless parameters used for offshore propagating SLTs (Section 
2.2). 

Heller and Spinneken (2015) found in 3D for the relative primary 
SLT amplitude a1/h(r/h, γ = 0◦) ≈ 3Re,1/h(r/h, γ = 90◦), with the edge 
(subscript e) wave runup height Re, whilst a1/h(r/h, γ = 73◦) ≈ 0.82Re,1/ 
h(r/h, γ = 90◦). In other words, Re1 is larger than the corresponding 
offshore wave amplitude at γ = 73◦. They further found Re,1/h(r/h, γ =
90◦) ∝ (r/h)− 0.67, laying between the 2D and 3D decays of SLTs (Section 
2.7). The maximum Re,M/h decays even slower (McFall and Fritz, 2017; 
Evers et al., 2019b). The maximum runup height Re,M is typically 
observed for the 2nd or a later wave in the wave train and tends to occur 
later in the wave train for larger r due to dispersion (Di Risio et al., 
2009a, 2009b; Heller and Spinneken, 2015; McFall and Fritz, 2017). Re, 

M outside the slide path reaches an upper limit (Di Risio et al., 2009b) 
depending on the experimental conditions and measurement method. 
Heller and Spinneken (2015) found an upper limit Re,M ≈ 0.15h based on 
wave probes glued to the slope and McFall and Fritz (2017) found 0.25h 
based on still images. Water may runup much higher in the slide path 
(McFall and Fritz, 2017) as a consequence of the collapsing impact 
crater (Figs. 3 and 10). Re,M is observed some distance away from the 
slide impact location, e.g. Di Risio et al. (2009a) observed Re,M at r ≈ 2bs, 
Heller and Spinneken (2015) measured Re,M within r/h ≤ 10 and McFall 
and Fritz (2017) at r ≈ 1.23bs. 

2.11. Analytic achievements 

There are different levels on how analytical theories support generic 
SLT experiments: (i) support of empirical equations, (ii) description of 
observed wave features and (iii) as a hydrodynamic theory for wave 
generation and propagation. 

Category (i) includes the choice of the dimensionless parameters 
based on the governing equations (also called inspectional analysis), 
such as the Euler equations for block slides in Walder et al. (2003) or the 

mass and momentum conservations based on the mixture theory for 
granular slides in Zitti et al. (2016). Also part of (i) is Ruffini et al. 
(2019), who found semi-empirical relations to correlate idealised SLTs 
in a range of idealised water body geometries in function of Green’s law 
(Eq. (7)). 

Category (ii) includes the solitary (Russell, 1837, Eq. (5)) and edge 
wave theories (Ursell, 1952; Mohammed and Fritz, 2012) to describe the 
offshore and along-shore SLTs celerity, respectively. Heller et al. (2016) 
described the SLT kinematics with 5th order Stokes and higher order 
solitary wave theory. Further, Xue et al. (2019) derived a semi- 
theoretical equation to describe the free surface profiles of Stokes-like 
SLTs. Brühl and Becker (2018) decomposed SLTs into linear, Stokes, 
cnoidal and solitary waves based on the KdV equations (Section 4.2). 
Zweifel et al. (2004) applied the momentum and mass conservation to 
predict a1 in function of the slide characteristics at impact. A related 
theory was developed by Mulligan and Take (2017) by assuming two 
scenarios namely a hydrostatic horizontal pressure gradient in the SLT 
and hydrodynamic conditions. Finally, Sarlin et al. (2021) correlated a 
for both bores and solitary waves based on the stationary hydraulic jump 
and solitary wave theory, respectively. 

More challenging than (i) and (ii) are hydrodynamic theories (iii). 
Such theories involve idealised assumptions such as linear wave theory, 
incompressible and irrotational flow and idealised block slides with 
either prescribed slide kinematics or by assuming an idealised initial free 
surface displacement without modelling the slide. Analytic solutions are 
often only available for asymptotic limits and the equations are solved 
numerically (Liu et al., 2003; Couston et al., 2015). Waves generated by 
a local disturbance such as (underwater) explosions motivated pio-
neering theoretical work. Kranzer and Keller (1959) theoretically stud-
ied waves generated by an initial elevation or depression applied on the 
water surface based on linear wave theory for the far field. Wiegel et al. 
(1970) presented numerical solutions of this theory and summarised 
further theories including that of Kajiura (1963). These early theories 
provide rough estimates for SLTs as they do not model the slide itself, 
only an idealised initial disturbance, e.g. in function of a sinus curve. 

Noda (1970) modelled the wave generation mechanism (also based 
on linear wave theory and irrotational flow) for both a vertical falling 
block (RWG) of infinite height (no backflow) and a horizontal moving 
piston (the spreading case in Fig. 5) by taking the slide movement as a 
known time-dependent velocity boundary condition into account. The 
comparison of his solution with a selected experiment of Wiegel et al. 
(1970) shows a typical agreement of 20% in the far field wave profile for 
the RWG and aM/h is approximately 10 to 30% smaller than laboratory 
observations of non-linear waves. The findings for the piston mechanism 
by Noda (1970) are related to the wavemaker theory (e.g. Dean and 
Dalrymple, 2004). The RWG has been revisited by Di Risio and Sam-
marco (2008) who, in addition to the work of Noda (1970), also model 
the backflow over the block once it is below the water surface as well as 
the velocity field generated under the submerging landslide. Again 
based on linear wave theory, they achieve a remarkably good agreement 
with laboratory wave profiles in the far field. 

More recent studies achieved analytic solutions which remarkable 
well describe the free water displacements forced by rigid idealised- 
shaped slides both in the near and far field. Liu et al. (2003) derived a 
1D analytical model of waves generated by a moving block on a sloping 
beach by including the kinematics of the block motion as a forcing term 
in the linear shallow-water equation. This concept was further devel-
oped by Sammarco and Renzi (2008) into a 2-horizontal-dimension 
(2HD) model to describe the offshore components and the transient 
edge waves generated by a Gaussian-shaped rigid slide along the 
shoreline of a plane beach. Renzi and Sammarco (2010) derived a 2HD 
analytic solution for the same slide type at conic islands, also based on 
the forced linear shallow-water equation, in combination with the Heun 
functions (near field with variable h) and the Hankel function (far field 
with h = constant). Their free surface predictions resulted in an overall 
good agreement with a SLT experiment of Di Risio et al. (2009b). 

Fig. 9. (a) A 2D SLT train η/h measured at x/h = 15.0 resulting in the Wavelet 
spectra f(g/h)–1/2 versus t(g/h)1/2 shown in (b). This test involved F = 1.77, S =
0.50 and M = 2.49 and the wave propagation celerity in (b) is represented by 
(—) Eq. (5) and (—) the linear wave dispersion relation; The energy contained 
in the primary wave follows Eq. (5), revealing a solitary wave, with later waves 
following rather linear wave theory (after Heller and Spinneken, 2015). 
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Finally, Renzi and Sammarco (2012) extended the original plane beach 
model of Sammarco and Renzi (2008) by also considering a more real-
istic double-parabolic rather than double-Gaussian landslide shape, and 
by including a semi-plane beach (an initial slope transitioning into a 
horizontal section) on the wave field. More analytic work is available for 
long wave propagation and runup (e.g. Synolakis and Skjelbreia, 1993; 
Winckler and Liu, 2015; Lalli et al., 2019), which is outside of the scope 
of this review. 

3. Gaps and shortcomings in generic empirical equations 
(approach (I)) 

3.1. Gaps in approach (I) 

The following highlights some key points based on the review in 
Section 2 along with some research gaps to support approach (I) and SLT 
hazard assessment until alternative methods, as suggested in Section 4, 
have reached the necessary maturity to support or replace approach (I).  

• Many aspects of SLTs, with sometimes contradicting outcome, have 
been investigated (Table 2); in general, efforts should be put into the 
(physical) understanding why different studies provide different 
outcomes rather than to add more empirical data for already inves-
tigated effects (Section 2)  

• Whilst a lot of research is available for the effect of the slide type, a 
limited amount of research has been conducted into the mass 
movement type (Section 2.4)  

• Linking the transferred slide energy directly to aM or HM has not been 
achieved to date as this may be too challenging (Section 2.5)  

• The effect of the water body geometry based on real geometries 
needs to be better understood and related to the already investigated 
idealised ones (Section 2.7) 

• The effects of independently varied parameters on SLTs cannot lin-
early be superimposed such that more research into the combined 
effects (e.g. of the geometry and non-uniform bathymetry) is 
required (Sections 2.7 and 2.8)  

• Frequency domain analysis methods are promising and some of them 
(e.g. KP NLFT for 3D SLTs) have not yet been applied to SLTs (Section 
2.9) 

• Analytic findings are highly desirable to enhance our physical un-
derstanding of SLTs and to improve the longevity of hazard assess-
ment methods (Section 2.11)  

• Several of these research gaps may be addressed with support of 
machine learning (ANN, Section 4.4) 

3.2. Shortcomings of approach (I) 

A 1st shortcoming of approach (I) in Section 1.1 is that it is unrealistic 
time and resource intensive to vary all relevant parameters mentioned in 
Section 2.2 within one study. Most studies varied 4 - 5 or even less pa-
rameters. A systematic variation of all 7 dimensionless parameters as 
well as the slide model (represented by 3 (block slide), 5 (granular slide) 
and 3 (viscoplastic slide) sub-parameters), mass movement type, water 
body geometry and bathymetry (Section 2.2) with 3 configurations each 
results in 313 + 315 + 313 = 17.54 million experiments. This rough es-
timate reduces to say 175400 (≈1%) with an Orthogonal Experimental 
Design (OED) (Wang et al., 2016, 2017, 2018, 2023; Huang et al., 2017; 
Xue et al., 2019; Li et al., 2023). This number is significantly larger than 
the 6481 experiments conducted to date (Table 2). It is therefore unre-
alistic to fully investigate all possible configurations within approach (I). 

A 2nd shortcoming of approach (I) is that different studies investi-
gated significantly different dimensionless parameter ranges. This is 
illustrated with Fig. 11 showing the parameter spaces for F, S, D, B, Ls, V, 
α and r/h in the 8 major 3D SLT studies from Table 2. Fig. 11(a) includes 
the 4 block slide studies (including Huang et al., 2014, who also tested 
granular and mixed slides) and Fig. 11(b) the 4 granular slide studies 
with some assumptions to add estimates for not available limitations 
(NA). The maximum values (100%) for each parameter corresponds to 
the largest investigated value over all 8 studies. These studies range from 
a vertically dropping rigid block of density lighter than water into 1 m 
deep water (Heller et al., 2021) to a pneumatically accelerated granular 
slide with a grain density of 2600 kg/m3 impacting 0.30 m deep water 
on a 27.1◦ slope (Mohammed and Fritz, 2012). The parameters ρs and/or 
α were often kept constant, whilst other dimensionless parameters were 
investigated in different ranges (e.g. 0 < r/h < 80 by Mohammed and 
Fritz (2012) and 0 < r/h < 4.54 by Huang et al. (2014)). 

Table 4 illustrates the results of using the different empirical equa-
tions on the prediction for aM of the 2007 Chehalis case for the 8 3D 
studies included in Fig. 11. The slide parameters were taken from Evers 
(2017) complemented with some parameters from other studies as 
outlined in the caption of Table 4. Huber and Hager (1997) provide an 
empirical equation for HM only, for which aM = HM/2 was assumed in 
Table 4 (this introduces an estimated error of 30% for the Chehalis case). 
Panizzo et al. (2005b), Mohammed and Fritz (2012), Heller and 

Fig. 10. Landslide-tsunami propagation in 3D from a 45◦ slope with offshore propagating waves, edge waves and the uprush in the wake of the already submerged 
landslide (Evers et al., 2019b). 
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Spinneken (2015) and Evers et al. (2019a) provide an empirical equa-
tion for a1 for which aM = a1 is assumed (estimated error of 100%). 
Finally, for Huber and Hager (1997), Panizzo et al. (2005b) and 
Mohammed and Fritz (2012) a value for r/h, i.e. the location of aM, is 
required for which the impact radius r0/h = 2.5{PBcos[(6/7)α]}1/4 = r/ 
h = 2.80 from Evers et al. (2019a) was selected, in combination with γ =
0◦. 

The predicted aM vary between 5.9 (Panizzo et al., 2005b) and 
256.2 m (Huang et al., 2014). The small value of 5.9 m is most likely due 
to a spring system used at the slope toe by Panizzo et al. (2005b) stop-
ping the slide masses abruptly and preventing an efficient slide to wave 
energy transfer (Section 2.5). The large value of 256.2 m is due to a small 
kinematic friction coefficient μ = 0.003, which is significantly different 
from the investigated range μ = 0.43 to 0.47 by Huang et al. (2014) 
(changing μ to 0.43 by keeping all other parameters unchanged would 
result in aM = 162 m). Huber and Hager (1997), Mohammed and Fritz 
(2012) and Bregoli et al. (2017) predict aM ≈ 20 m. Evers et al. (2019a) 
(aM = 37.0 m) and Heller et al. (2021) (aM = 47.1 m) predict larger 
values and the block model study of Heller and Spinneken (2015) an 
even larger value (aM = 57.8 m). Excluding the unrealistic value from 
Huang et al. (2014), the discrepancy in predicting aM is a factor of 
57.8/5.9 = 10. This is clearly unsatisfactory and cannot fully be 
explained by the introduced uncertainties (aM = HM/2, aM = a1) or the 
different slide models (block versus granular slide). 

Note that all 8 studies in Table 4 have been conducted in 3D. In 
general, studies also involve different water body geometries and sizes, 
measurement systems and investigated different wave parameters 
(Table 2). These are reasons why predictions with empirical equations 
from different studies can vary significantly, as illustrated with Table 4 
and in previous studies (Fritz et al., 2004; Heller and Hager, 2010; Watt 
et al., 2012; Heller and Spinneken, 2013, 2015; Evers and Hager, 2016; 
Bullard et al., 2019a; amongst others). Such discrepancies are a direct 
consequence of the empiricism of the SLT research discipline and indi-
cate a strong need for a step change. 

4. Options for a step change 

4.1. Introduction 

From a scientific point of view and based on the milestone studies 

mentioned in Section 2.3, most progress in generic SLT research was 
achieved approximately 20 years ago. The significant number of studies 
after 2005 are not reflected in a proportional increase in milestone 
studies. A step change is therefore required for SLT research based on 
generic experiments. The following sections introduce into some po-
tential options to initiate this step change. 

4.2. Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) and Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (KP) 
equations 

The KdV (for 1D wave propagation, i.e. to describe flume data) and 
the KP (2D, i.e. for basin data) partial differential equations describe 
weakly non-linear shallow-water flows. Their solutions can represent 
the theoretical wave type range from sines, Stokes, cnoidal to solitary 
waves (Osborne, 2010). The KdV/KP equations in combination with the 
NLFT are well suited to analyse and describe SLTs as they are typically 
highly non-linear, intermediate- to shallow-water waves and have 
indeed been classified as Stokes-, cnoidal- and solitary-like waves 
(Section 2.6). In contrast to the WT (Panizzo et al., 2002) and the 
Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT, Dätig and Schlurmann, 2004), the KdV/ 
KP equations combined with the NLFT also consider the important effect 
of h on the wave profiles and they can explicitly consider non-linear 
wave-wave interactions (Osborne, 2010; Brühl and Becker, 2018). The 
superposition of these components and their interactions result in the 
original wave profile and, crucially, have the potential to reliably pre-
dict wave profiles at any desired point in the far field, even bores (Brühl 
et al., 2022). This is much more challenging for the WT and the HHT 
(Brühl and Becker, 2018). 

Fig. 12 illustrates the potential of the KdV equation based on 2D SLT 
laboratory wave train data measured at seven positions (Fig. 12a). The 
decomposed wave train (Fig. 12b) includes one dominant solitary wave. 
Whilst the superimposed wave amplitude a in the measured laboratory 
data is decaying, this dominant decomposed solitary wave amplitude 
as,1 remains essentially constant over all measured positions and 
beyond. This potentially most dangerous wave component propagates 
faster and will eventually separate from the wave train in the far field 
due to frequency dispersion. Generic empirical equations describe SLTs 
with the superposition of all amplitude components, such that they miss 
the underlying key-physical processes of SLTs. This results in a 
dangerous underestimation of the wave magnitude in Fig. 12(b) as the 

Fig. 11. Parameter spaces for 3D SLT studies illustrating the significantly different parameter limitations: (a) block slide and (b) granular slide studies. The maximum 
values (100%) correspond to the largest investigated value over all shown 3D studies. 
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superimposed a is smaller than the individual decomposed component 
as,1 both at the encircled point and further downwave. 

A limited amount of research has been conducted with the KdV 
equations in SLTs and, to the authors knowledge, the KP NLFT method 
has not yet been applied to SLTs. The KdV/KP equations in combination 
with the NLFT have therefore the genuine potential to provide a step 
change in SLT characterisation and prediction, and in other wave phe-
nomena, through new physical insight and the consideration of up to 
now neglected dominant wave components. 

4.3. Generally applicable numerical code 

Numerical models, in contrast to generic empirical equations, can 
consider complex slide scenarios, slide rheologies, water body geome-
tries and topographies. State of the art mathematical models and 
methods with promising results include the Discrete Element Method 
(DEM, e.g. Shan and Zhao, 2014), depth-averaged equations (e.g. 
Savage-Hutter model, e.g. Ma et al., 2015) and various (fluid-like) rhe-
ologies (Newtonian, Bingham, Coulomb, Voellmy, Herschel-Bulkley, 
etc.) for slide propagation (e.g. Yavari-Ramshe and Ataie-Ashtiani, 
2016). Navier-Stokes Equations (NSEs) based models (Direct Numeri-
cal Simulation, Large Eddy Simulations (LES), RANS equations) are 
suitable for wave generation (e.g. Liu et al., 2005; Heller et al., 2016; 
Chen et al., 2020; Rauter et al., 2022). For wave propagation, numerical 
models based on the non-hydrostatic non-linear shallow-water equa-
tions (NH-NLSWEs, e.g. Ruffini et al., 2021; Zijlema et al., 2011), the 
Boussinesq-type equations (e.g. Kim et al., 2009; Shi et al., 2012; Teh-
ranirad et al., 2015) and potential flow equations (e.g. Huang et al., 
2013) are often used. Fig. 13 shows numerical examples for wave gen-
eration (RANS equations) and propagation (NH-NLSWEs). Depending on 
the complexity and desired output parameters, wave runup and inun-
dation may be modelled with the same approaches as wave propagation 
(e.g. NH-NLSWEs) or higher level approaches similar as for wave gen-
eration (e.g. RANS equations). 

Such models are implemented in a range of codes and solvers 
including CFDEM (e.g. Shan and Zhao, 2014), DualSPHysics (e.g. Heller 
et al., 2016), OpenFOAM (e.g. Rauter et al., 2022), FLOW-3D (e.g. 
Franco et al., 2021), ANSYS Fluent (e.g. Xing et al., 2016), REEF3D (e.g. 
Kamath et al., 2017), THETIS (e.g. Tehranirad et al., 2015), NHWAVE 
(e.g. Grilli et al., 2019), GERRIS (e.g. Viroulet et al., 2013a), Fluidity (e. 
g. Smith et al., 2016), FUNWAVE-TVD (e.g. Tehranirad et al., 2015), 
Coulwave (e.g. Lynett et al., 2014), GeoClaw (e.g. Kim et al., 2017) or 
SWASH (Fig. 13b, e.g. Ruffini et al., 2021). Some further successes for 
SLT simulations have been achieved with the Tsunami Square method 
(e.g. Wang et al., 2019a), the Immersed Boundary Method (Fig. 13a, e.g. 
Chen et al., 2020), the Particle Finite Element Method (e.g. Mulligan 
et al., 2020) and the Lattice Boltzmann method (e.g. Qiu et al., 2019). 

Caution is required in applying the appropriate model for the specific 
processes, e.g. whilst the NH-NLSWEs are appropriate for wave propa-
gation in the far field, they may be inappropriate for SLT generation. 
Publications older than say 10 years should be read in the context of the 
available (computer) resources at that time as then acceptable com-
promises may be inacceptable nowadays. For example, advances in 
computer resources (Central Processing Units (CPUs) parallelisation, 
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) utilisation and parallelisation, Macías 
et al., 2021) make it more and more difficult to justify the application of 
the linear shallow-water equations for SLT propagation as key physical 
processes, such as frequency dispersion (Glimsdal et al., 2013), cannot 
be modelled. On the other hand, the simulation of wave propagation in a 
large water body with say the RANS equations is currently challenging 
due to excessive computational cost and numerical dissipation (Violeau 
and Rogers, 2016). 

Various methods and codes are designed for specific SLT conditions 
and scenarios for which they typically provide good results (Chen et al., 
2020; Grilli et al., 2019; Rauter et al., 2022). However, this often in-
volves prescribed rather than resolved slide motion (e.g. Ataie-Ashtiani 
and Yavari-Ramshe, 2011), parameter fittings and optimisations based 
on laboratory experiments (e.g. Heller et al., 2016), predicting parts of 

Table 4 
Maximum wave amplitude aM prediction for the 2007 Chehalis case with empirical equations from the major 3D SLT studies included in Fig. 11; The slide pa-
rameters are taken from Table 5.4 in Evers (2017) complemented with the slide length ls = 375 m and the porosity n = 40% (Bregoli et al., 2017), the landslide 
release height hc = 500 + [(840 – 500)/2] = 670 m based on the maximum and minimum slide release heights from Wang et al. (2015), the relative slide mass M =
1.64 based on the values given by Evers (2017) and the kinematic friction coefficient μ = 0.003 (Wang et al., 2015).  

Study Equation aM (m) 

Huber and Hager (1997) 
(their Eq. 6) 
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Panizzo et al. (2005b) 
(their Eq. 13) 
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Mohammed and Fritz (2012) 
(their Eq. 2a) 

a1 = aM = 0.31F2.10S0.60
(r

h

)(− 1.2F0.25S− 0.02B− 0.33)
cosγh 

18.5 

Huang et al. (2014) 
(their Eq. 4) 

aM = 0.667
(

hc(1 − μ cotα)
h

)0.334(bs
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)0.754(ls
s

)0.506(s
h

)1.631
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256.2 

Heller and Spinneken (2015) 
(Eq. 3 or their Eq. 4) 

a1 = aM = 0.50
(
FS1.10M

)0.85 h 57.8 

Bregoli et al. (2017) 
(their Eq. 14) 
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19.8 

Evers et al. (2019a) 
(their Eq. 9) 

a1 = aM = 0.20P0.50B0.75{cos[(6/7)α ] }
0.25h 37.0 

Heller et al. (2021) 
(their Eq. B2, gravity-dominated fall) 
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the phenomena only (e.g. the near field in Liu et al., 2005) and ad hoc 
assumptions (e.g. rigid slide motion in Chen et al., 2020) making reliable 
predictions of future events challenging. To the authors knowledge, no 
currently available single model would be able to predict the full range 
of SLT scenarios shown in Tables 1 and 2 with confidence. The devel-
opment of a reliable generally applicable numerical code able to provide 
realistic results over the full range of SLT scenarios would be valuable. 
This would likely involve the coupling of the different approaches for 
slide propagation, wave generation, wave propagation, runup and 
inundation (Abadie et al., 2012; Yavari-Ramshe and Ataie-Ashtiani, 
2016; Tan et al., 2018). Such a code further involves challenges such 
as computational cost, calibration and validation for a wide range of SLT 
scenarios based on laboratory benchmark tests (see validation tests 7, 11 
and 15 on https://spheric-sph.org/validation-tests, Liu et al., 2005; 
Fuchs et al., 2010; Mohammed and Fritz, 2012; Romano et al., 2016) 
and past cases (Table 1), importing and handling topographic and 
bathymetric data. Open source computational environments such as 
OpenFOAM (https://openfoam.com), including its forks, and Dual-
SPHysics (https://dual.sphysics.org, Domínguez et al., 2022) already 
advance in this direction, but significantly more work is required. 
Prototype-specific numerical modelling of SLTs will most likely be key 
for advancing the field of SLTs by more actively using laboratory data for 
validation. 

4.4. Machine learning 

Machine learning (ML) is of increasing importance in water wave 

mechanics (James et al., 2018) and fluid mechanics in general (Brunton 
et al., 2020). ML is data driven such that it may not provide new insight 
into the underlying physics of SLTs. However, ML may be a valuable tool 
to support SLT hazard assessment and research by improving and opti-
mising empirical predictions. Panizzo et al. (2005b) pioneered the 
application of ML in SLTs followed by Meng et al. (2020) and Ruffini 
et al. (2021). These studies relied on ANN to derive optimised correla-
tions for individual wave parameters, including aM, HM and the trans-
mitted wave parameters downstream of a bathymetric feature, as an 
alternative to regression analyses. Wu et al. (2022) applied more 
advanced ML techniques in the form of a physics-informed neural 
network (PINN). They replicated the RWG experiments of Monaghan 
and Kos (2000) in the entire domain by minimising errors between 
water particle velocities predicted by the neural network and the ones 
satisfying mass and momentum conservation. Feng et al. (2022) applied 
a random forest model to predict entire wave profiles of a priori known 
wave types. However, the full potential of ML in SLTs has not yet been 
exploited. 

Although the maximum wave characteristics aM and HM are relevant 
in many situations, the transformation of the maximum waves with 
distance from the slide impact location are more important as the en-
dangered structures are normally not at the location where aM or HM is 
observed. The description of a(x), a(r, γ), H(x) or H(r, γ) requires e.g. 
sequence modelling (Géron, 2019) capturing and processing data over a 
sequence of times or distances. Further, also classifications (wave type) 
have only recently been exploited for SLTs (Jenkins et al., 2023). The 
potential of PINN is also significant as it may be used to predict the slide 

Fig. 12. (a) SLT profiles η (m) versus time t (s) measured at 7 distances from the slide impact in 2D (Heller and Spinneken, 2015) and (b) wave amplitudes a together 
with the primary as,1 and secondary solitary wave amplitude as,2 identified by the NLFT in the data in (a) (after Brühl and Becker, 2018). 

Fig. 13. Numerical SLT simulation examples involving natural bathymetries: (a) Generation of the 2014 Eqip Sermia case with the natural initial iceberg geometry 
modelled with the Immersed Boundary Method and the RANS equations in Foam-extend (courtesy of Dr. Fan Chen) and (b) propagation of a hypothetical SLT 
originating from Es Vedrà, offshore Ibiza, modelled with the NH-NLSWEs in SWASH. 
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kinematics and hydrodynamics in the entire domain. This could be 
based on a combined approach involving laboratory and numerical re-
sults, governing equations and ML. There are many further ML tech-
niques available for the investigation of SLTs. 

A multiple regression analysis can be challenging, particular for SLTs 
depending on approximately 14 independent parameters (Sections 2.2 
and 3.2). On the other hand, 14 input variables is a low number for ML 
which can involve a few millions of variables in computer vision/med-
ical imaging. Table 2 shows that over 6000 generic SLT experiments 
have been conducted to date. If a large part of these experiments could 
be made available, then universal data-driven empirical equations for 
SLTs may be derived based on ML, combining the full parameter ranges 
and experimental conditions included in Table 2. This would be superior 
to empirical equations based on individual data sets (Tables 2 and 4) and 
likely result in more reliable predictions. 

5. Conclusions 

Subaerial landslide-tsunamis (SLTs) are generated by various mass 
movements in a range of water bodies. Past SLTs reached runup heights 
of over half a kilometre and resulted, in combination with associated 
phenomena and tsunamis generated by partially submerged landslides, 
in a cumulative death toll in excess of 58000. Essentially 5 approaches, 
and combinations, are available to predict and deal with SLTs and to 
support a more holistic method such as a probabilistic tsunami hazard 
and risk analysis: (I) generic empirical equations from laboratory and 
numerical tests, (II) prototype-specific physical model tests, (III) 
protype-specific numerical model tests, (VI) empirical equations derived 
from field data and (V) analytical investigations. This article reviewed 
research into the generation and propagation of SLTs with a particular 
focus on 76 studies, involving 6481 experiments, contributing to 
approach (I), i.e. studies intended to predict SLTs for a range of sce-
narios. This approach is particularly important for an efficient and 
inexpensive preliminary SLT hazard assessment for situations such as 
creeping landslides in proximity of a water body, for the planning and 
operational phases of hydropower dams (Evers et al., 2019b) and as part 
of a probabilistic tsunami hazard analysis. 

A range of past SLT cases were presented in this article and the 
relevant parameters affecting SLTs were reviewed. Further, the findings 
of several key areas in SLT research were addressed: the effects of the 
mass movement type and slide model, slide to wave energy transfer, 
wave types, the effects of the water body geometry and non-uniform 
bathymetry, frequency domain analysis, edge waves and analytic 
achievements. Research gaps and shortcomings around generic empir-
ical equations were also highlighted. 

Despite of the progress in all reviewed key areas, the experimental 
research field of SLTs has in-sufficiently advanced over the last 2 de-
cades. Most milestone studies were published approximately 20 years 
ago (Section 2.3) and the significant number of generic studies after 
2005 (Table 2) are not reflected in a proportional increase in milestone 
studies. In addition, a significant wave amplitude prediction discrepancy 
of an order of magnitude between wave basin studies has been illus-
trated with the 2007 Chehalis case. A step change in generic SLT 
research is therefore needed. In the 2nd part of this review article, the 
following potential options to initiate and contribute to this step change 
were suggested: 

Korteweg-de Vries (KdV)/Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (KP) equations: These 
differential equations describe weakly non-linear shallow-water flows, i. 
e. they take the effect of the water depth on SLTs into account. They 
further consider the theoretical wave type range from sines, Stokes, 
cnoidal to solitary waves. The KdV/KP, in combination with a non-linear 
Fourier transform, are therefore well suited to describe SLTs. The 
pioneer study of Brühl and Becker (2018) for flume data provided sur-
prising new physical insight into SLTs including a dominant solitary 
wave exceeding the superimposed wave amplitude commonly applied in 
approach (I). 

A generally applicable numerical code: In general, numerical simula-
tions, if carefully calibrated and validated, provide more accurate results 
than generic empirical equations as they can consider complex slide 
scenarios, slide rheologies, water body geometries and topographies. A 
significant amount of numerical work into SLTs has been conducted 
based on various methods and codes designed for specific SLT conditions 
and scenarios for which they typically provide good results. The 
development of a reliable generally applicable numerical code, able to 
provide good results over the full range of SLT scenarios with confi-
dence, would be valuable as prototype-specific numerical modelling of 
SLTs is increasingly relevant for SLT research and hazard assessment. 

Machine learning (ML): ML is data driven and may therefore be a 
valuable tool to support SLT hazard assessment and research e.g. by 
improving approach (I). There are many more ML techniques available 
for SLTs, next to already applied artificial neural networks (Panizzo 
et al., 2005b; Ruffini et al., 2021), including sequence modelling, clas-
sifications and physics-informed neural network (PINN). ML may also be 
used to derive universal data-driven empirical equations based on all 
approximately 14 relevant independent parameters for SLTs (Section 
2.2) and the 6481 available SLT experiments (Table 2). 

Promising for a SLT research step change are also combined ap-
proaches, e.g. high-quality laboratory data and field observations can be 
used for the calibration and validation of generally applicable numerical 
codes or PINN may combine ML and governing equations with labora-
tory and numerical data. 

Notation 

a wave amplitude, m; 
as solitary wave amplitude, m; 
A cross-sectional area of the slide, m2; 
b flume width, m; 
bs slide width, m; 
bw water body width, m; 
B relative slide width; 
c wave celerity, m/s; 
dg grain diameter, m; 
D relative slide density; 
Ekin kinetic wave energy, kgm2/s2; 
Epot potential wave energy, kgm2/s2; 
Er relative released energy; 
Es slide energy, kgm2/s2; 
Es’ slide energy per unit width, kgm/s2; 
f frequency, 1/s; 
F slide Froude number; 
g gravitational acceleration, m/s2; 
h still water depth, m; 
hc landslide release height, m; 
H wave height, m; 
k permeability coefficient, m/s; wavenumber, 1/m; 
ls slide length, m; 
lw wave front length, m; 
L wavelength, m; 
Ls relative slide length; 
ms slide mass, kg; 
M relative slide mass; 
n bulk slide porosity, %; 
P impulse product parameter; 
r radial distance, m; 
r0 impact radius, m; 
r’ radial distance from the interface between the near and far 

field, m; 
R runup height, m; 
R Reynolds number; 
Rc freeboard of a structure, m; 
s slide thickness, m; 
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S relative slide thickness; 
t time, s; 
T wave period, s; 
U Ursell parameter; 
V relative slide volume; 
Vs slide impact velocity, m/s; 
Vg grain slide volume, m3; 
Vs bulk slide volume, m3; 
W Weber number; 
x streamwise distance, m; 
xM streamwise distance of aM, m; 
z vertical coordinate, m; 
α slide impact angle, i.e. hill slope angle, ◦; 
γ wave propagation angle, ◦; 
γ ’ wave propagation angle from the interface between the near 

and far field, ◦; 
Δxg length of the wave generation zone, m; 
η water surface elevation, m; 
θ water body side angle, ◦; 
θrad water body side angle, radians; 
μ kinematic friction coefficient; 
νw kinematic viscosity of water, m2/s; 
ρg grain density, kg/m3; 
ρs bulk slide density, kg/m3; 
ρw water density, kg/m3; 
σw surface tension, kg/s2; and 
ϕ slide front angle, ◦

Subscripts 

e edge; 
f feature; 
M maximum; 
t transmitted, trough; 
0 incident; 
1 primary; section 1; 
2 secondary; section 2; 
2D two-dimensional (flume); and 
3D three-dimensional (basin) 

Superscripts 

c crest; and 
1 primary 

Abbreviations 

ANN artificial neural network; 
CPU central processing unit; 
DEM discrete element method; 
GPU graphics processing unit; 
HHT Hilbert-Huang transform; 
KdV Korteweg-de Vries; 
KP Kadomtsev-Petviashvili; 
LES large eddy simulation; 
ML machine learning; 
MM mathematical model; 
NA not available; 
NH-NLSWE non-hydrostatic non-linear shallow-water equation; 
NLFT non-linear Fourier transform; 
NM numerical model; 
NSE Navier-Stokes equation; 
OED orthogonal experimental design; 
PINN physics-informed neural network; 

PIV particle image velocimetry; 
RANS Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes; 
RWG Russell’s wave generator; 
SLT subaerial landslide-tsunami; 
SPH smoothed particle hydrodynamics; 
SWL still water level; 
WT wavelet transform; 
1D one-dimensional; 
2D two-dimensional (flume); 
2HD two-horizontal-dimension; 
3D three-dimensional (basin); and 
3Dc three-dimensional (basin) corner 
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